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January 26, 2011

drafts
*
Since she caught that train leaving Le Depot
de Big Bang (boy was that terminal crowded)
a wall was her will. On it she wrote what.

Homeless mote, how many borderkneels,
recurrent/ripped off as Chuck Berry's riffs,
did she offer evenings gnawed with gauze

on the Island of Palau, dawns of emaciated
car-thief silences, was there nothing she
looked against to fail? She swore the life's-work

of a crumb from a cookie swallowed by the god
Pluto is still going on, the struggle continues,
subatomic or subtle-arced, its ETA never—

climax-concerns shared by all those sold
the rare, the indiv'd miracle of birth, origin
tickling its boarding passes and ports, old

option of blood we wake badly toward. No
wonder everyone likes to imagine they know
certain actresses whereas in reality, in fact

the singling-out process begins at omega,
cauterized by hyenas juggling legendary
tidbits. Muy penthouse is my desire:

waves like a steeple of cold teeth crash
against it. What do you do with your bone
china when blue eyelids seep into its cracks?

The day gathered in lulls lies whole now.
Lacking the juice sense of it what use am I.
[...............]

*
As everybody knows, museums are filled with forgeries while the real paintings and
sculptures are gloated over by billionaires in their guarded estates, but it's not just 
art, of course; in fact most people, most of us are facsimilies, frauds, our real 
selves set in galleries owned by the wealthy. We were stolen and replaced by fakes
at birth. Why they have collected us, for what purpose, no one knows. Surely not 
for our esthetic value. Pure shades of provenance, we live this facade which 
smirking curators collude in. Right now the real you, the real me, is being clucked 
over by arch-eyed richies, stately oligarchs who are the only true connaisseurs, 
since they alone know what's disposable and what's us.

///

Posted by knott at 5:25 PM 

January 28, 2011

draft/roughstuff/

*
THE POEM IS ALIVE

The critic can be cured only by atrocity



Our spirit ends in notorious dreams
That sharpen the next dictator's homily
This font can't mount up the word it seems

Gripping cash beneath arctic lamps
The uncompiled umpires run through fields
The pheromones have gone home
To a cathedral catheterized by eels

Above the wheat's bending amen-figures
Night convinces the day to wait for us
Upstairs with all the rest of the frauds
A mirror must remain the tokay of stress

Of course the poem is alive to its limits
To the length that competition permits

///

Posted by knott at 9:47 AM 

February 8, 2011

draft/in prog/

*
LAPSES, LAPSES

There is no us unless it's Us: the Movie,
yet each sinkdrip thinks it remembers Narcissus
from somewhere, his big mug, his big scene is

even more unwilling to assume the loss
beading up accrued as a stopgap than this
stifled hope it's happening to someone else—

When evaporations have drained every face,
when who's there, suffer-thing, damn lack of focus
get slurred together, get forgot—although

the water thinks it remembers Narcissus—
yes: wasn't he the one who claimed "Coitus
is best against a mirror"; or was it "window"?

Beyond such reflections there is no us,
I mean no univocal being to be jealous
of, scream at, hate and (sometimes) love: or so

the sink thinks. Dishes gunked with Narcissus
or other perversions too ketchup morphous
to name or too shared, perhaps. Oh! one must go

beyond such reflections. There is no lust
that is not suspect, not unless its vacuous
anonymous fills the eye with those features

the drink thinks it remembers. Narcissus?
That beaut-boat was sunk from go, though
his oceanic ego amused the first memoirists,

proud to propound through their portholes
a sort of photo-insert self, an auto-bi-hog
installed amid the kitchen spigots spouting



this nonsense: soon descent into the main
sargasso impinges and yet to complain
about the Vatican's porn collection, marble

halls filled with stills of Garbo Brando sex
studded poses, does anyone anyone, do you?
There is no us unless the movie version shows

how tactile its evasions are, offering a pair
loss of memory, hark-sleep, simple narcosis.
Beyond such reflections us is lost in seconds.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 6:44 PM Links to this post

February 9, 2011

drafts/roughs/unfinished stuff

*
Under all the faces that never kissed
Their nearer-ness to mine, I draw a line
To show here, here is your level, hell, rise
To it if you can. It hovers there on

Its fastening. Its flattening. I sprawl
Down through knees on nothing, I fever-crawl
Hoping my ripening will occur in
Wiser groves than apple. Fat tree forbade

A gate apart which I have not entered
To gobble its lips deluxe and fall for
Guile's genital till noon, which Solomons

All, makes me comme ci comme ca. Ah you'll see
Lies of all I've ever loved devise new
What waits unasked or else of us to prove.

*
Was it nine noahs ago I boarded
the wombship time, coupling twain each mainseed
of my father's crime, garrotted gored
by his umbilical sword, bride-groined bled.

Now my yearyawns keep reading their kleenex
for the word (sought as one, it dims; wrought by
many it screams) that would have freed me vie
some mortality of means. Manic text

hailing a higher theme each scene. But all
agree it's not me the secret signal sends
when their lord swims among them in turtle
purples of fear, now when each candle bends

over to touch its toes: I'm what's absent
when Columbus shoves a flag in that haunt.

obsequity/ cavorting



*
Motiveless love, sheerlost hymn of the true,
can I read the seance-meter to see
how thick with ghosts the air will be tonight,
paging my desk, or drinking t-square juice,
over the head of my hearing it falls to pose—
the Bride of Tantalus dances with motherly hands
moving side to side, no stagefright bones her
nakedness, they waft like stranglers' pencils
over my imminent knee-dross. Hydra
at my heels. A tongue lag in the dialogue
resumes. Erecting arches for ................

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 2:11 PM Links to this post

February 21, 2011

drafts

*
SUPERFLUOUS

Better come love me before I make my kill,
'cause when I reach the top, Litotes, if
I can't forget you my secretary will—
you know my seck-a-tary will.

Weeds succor themselves; flowers, others.
It is with a kind of difficulty I say
as alpine algae you lurk in out of way
places, small of back, like, or flicker of knee.

Your loveliness is always unexpected,
has to be stepped back one step from.

If we are the trace of such pleasures, if
their constant loss measures us for a life,
what treasure is it persuades our pursuit?

The site of my delete must remain my delight.

/

TIME'S DIADEM

A man's mortals break over him and ebb

Away, waves crash like a steeple of cold

Teeth, whitecaps take snapshots of death's neutraled

Wall-nulls, blackboards where nebulae disrobe.

One X one zero-zoned the formula's

Zoomed-in (though all targets are in the past).

Now Copernicus pries open a child's

Fist while the sky fills itself with crossword

Dye, skipping those spaces that await their

Exact quarkweight, destined to be exiled

Always further stars or cursed with Nietsche's

Eternal Returnal, but when your pores



Penetrate your tears, who cares? A glimmer

Of dust was the centuries' jewelry.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 7:59 PM Links to this post

March 6, 2011

drafts/roughs/unfinished stuff

*
Their twilight-disparaging voices
echoed up the lawn.

/
Shards of other shores gleam—
Though lava's wick is slow—
The beach is whistled millenia clean
Again

/
In a fine sift of defiance I flow
panning my skull for gold

Lit without a branch the day
fades into its savors

Night escapes to its old stars

/
He lives in the arms of ambush.

/
Mothers see with wombsight,
fathers see with none,
but I see a man in danger,
that stranger is their son.

/
I dream in order to remain small,
insignificant, the hymn your bones hum.
My sleep is a thousand candles before
a grief. Enveloped in shroudbread [
but what does the flesh prophecy? bones.
Maybe this third rate wine will capture
the last boomerang of my essence.
Day's end: the veils contend in their pane
of dust. [.........] So few the hours of life,
so few I dreamed them almost, whisper,
so few they fall on me with spears.

/
The leaves fall barefoot and therefore
negate their prey, though as always I try
not to swallow the fools that strangle me.
Link between noose and once, I divvy
/serenity the gods once offered daily
to Versailles. [Lacking the juice sense of it what use am I.

*
L'INFINITO

If there is any spot that hates



me less than the rest of the world does,
this is it, this cliff clear overlooking
the sargasso mess of sea, though
why it should be the sole exception
I don't know, a flaw in the design maybe?
It was always dear to me. This sheer
is where I peer into the infinity
surmounting all, or seem to, anyway.
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
of certainty, this place which alone
coddles and calms my pan-anxiety,
might seethe beneath its unruffled
rocks/peaks with the urge to drown/submerge like
everything else that surrounds life
with surface, false shipwreck that
forces me to center its immensity.
/rocks with the urge to submerge like
everything else that drowns this life
with surface, another shipwreck that
forces me to center its immensity.
/to counter its immensity.
/
teasing tempting , sweet on the surface
all its shipwrecks false, localized
the bourn beyond which

....

[

* 
Any book opened on a snowy day
may for a moment feel its content
reflect the freshness of falling flakes.
/freshened by the reflection of flakes.
/freshened by the flake reflections.
Perhaps the introspective nature
of descent will shadow the words
/descent brings will shadow the words
of that book forever, and through pages
bared by chance, in random aspect
sortes seek the one phrase to save us.
/in that book ever after, and pages / its pages
[bared by chance aspect, in random]
sortes seek the phrase to save us.
/sortes for one phrase that saves us.
More likely the blank blizzard that
mirrors every word that melts in
our hand will continue to inflict its
volumes similar in general, lines
/volumes general in outline, with
of poems different/that differ in specifics,
though through the storm some
flags prompting vertigo all blow / tempting/ attempting
their colors against that whiteout.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 8:12 AM Links to this post



March 29, 2011

drafts/roughs/unfinished stuff

*

I would call the Amnesia Hotline
but its number forgot me in the rush
to publication of my hemlines which
strayed at times to coincide with
youth and years astride the Nazi
I married. How high they rode. Branches
would bleed roads before they'd bear
me for bud. Xeroxing my diary proved
to be less redundant than writing it but
worlds dangling me in parallel primevals
(equal childhoods of alternate violence)
/tide traumas forming carnalcopia that
fuel in mid head the divas rebound us.
[Euturpsy turvy of their gullible dreams
testify against the coins' grief that
flood your pube-coiffed pearls/ pride
guards its grovel with wings/juicetipped
thighs, you feed them figs with the brink
of your tongue, the streets are packed
in gutter but you make it here raising
a frame for the hour, a picture for the day.
Nestling into your delay you lavish several
antigones as if to suffer that childrens'
toys are always Poe-cast into premature
funerals. Buried alive. Rev. Spooner feels
a little koaned-out lately. [

Toys suffer a Poe fate: premature burial
/
The sourest beehive in the world is where
I shrive my days, while blood-cabala'd pins fall
from the sentry-towers surrounding abyss-me.
Night fecunds its lusts on the stars' west coast.
Needles from the abyss want to squint smaller
and smaller into my eyes where the goodbyes
burst into gaze. Blind scissors appreciate
these snips from my eclipse. How long has it been?
The being to whom we browed our faces may
recall, but in the garden of my sense of smell
and in the smell of my sense of garden I
droop, slumpy as sleep-sleds that sped across
this ice's brooding freshness once, long ago,
when I drank the flying ore of an hourglass. So
please don't lie beside me asking the stars
have you no other names to take but ours.
Before throwing them I always gargle the dice.
I fall asleep on a conveyorbelt of coitus interruptus.
I hide behind the soap blades of paradise.

/
If time weren't always preliminary
[
/

TRINITIES

I first loved you
Second to
The light you cast



Into my eyes
Where I first saw you
Second to the shadow

Lost in yours
First and second
Where do you wish to be placed

Second or first
What is your wish
Day night day my

Shadow strives to stay
In the light
Your eyes out-rayed

Under their lids
What lives only
Only to be obeyed

//

TOMBEAU of the poet

A wall is his sole tomb, faceless and cold—
Harps are no use here, in this realm of stone.
Their sound would only increase the unknown
Shame of this poet's name spelled out so threshold.

Gold numbers each life with its patient grams,
Gilding the babel towers that encroach
This spared space where [boundaries] approach
Their terminal vertigo in what crams

Her poems with verse. And yet whose plot lingers
More? The terminal insistence of its
Limits to our lament shames our words with

Any RIP that can be traced by fingers
[.........] carved lapidary epitaph splits
No hushment here if this off rhyme read death.

/
No silence off if this rhyme reads death.
///

Posted by Bill Knott at 3:14 PM Links to this post

April 5, 2011

drafts/roughs/unfinished stuff

*
TRAIN PASSING A CEMETERY

Its room compartments are the size of graves—
These Pullmans paint in their fast frames of glass
The colorless stones and plots with screensaves
Less-lasting perhaps than the weeds or grass
When death's depot arrives all day through
These faultless schedules timely to portray
The cemetery's vista of decay,
View which is nothing but residue.



Those trees: black frames for obituaries—
The eye-creasing cars' avid artist panes
Collage still reflections nobody sees
Carve transit each passenger's final year.
Defunct in an instant, avanti trains / insistent trains
Depart. They forget their destination's here.

/
TRAIN PASSING A CEMETERY

Its room compartments are the size of graves—
These Pullmans paint in their fast frames of glass
The colorless stones and plots with screensaves
Less-lasting perhaps than the weeds or grass
When death's depot arrives all day through
Such faultless schedules: timely they portray
The cemetery's vista of decay,
View which is nothing but residue.

Where even the trees are obituaries
Eye-creasing cars' avid artistic panes
Collage still reflections nobody sees
Carve transit each passenger's final year.
Defunct in an instant, incessant trains
Depart. They forget their destination's here.

/
Treetrunks make black-framed obituaries—

Tree-trunks rear black-framed obituaries

Treetrunks: black frames for obituaries—

Trees rear black frames for obituaries

Black treetrunks frame those obituaries—

/Defunt in an instant, rapacious trains
Defunct in an instant, avantgarde trains

*

///

Posted by knott at 11:24 AM 

April 7, 2011

drafts and chaff

*
(EPIGRAM)

And I would rather read the early Pound,
'high deeds' that need no theorymanding,
than wade those Canto footnotes round
till I drowned in understanding.

/



than to wade those Canto footnotes round
than wade those damn Canto footnotes round
than wade all those Canto footnotes round
/
high deeds that need no pigeon-branding

those high deeds need no pedant's branding,

no 'high deeds' need pedantic branding

(what 'high deeds' need pedantic branding)

those high deeds need no breed of branding

high deeds that need no breed of branding,

high deeds that need no brag or branding,

no braw or branding / no brawl of branding
no brigand's branding / braver branding

high deeds that need no schoolman's branding,

high deeds that need no greater granding,

high deeds that need no further

high deeds that need no pander branding

high deeds that need no label's branding,

label / tag /

high deeds that need no expert's branding,

high deeds that need no theme-demanding

no babel's branding

high deeds that need no pedantic branding

high deeds that need no dantic branding

high deeds that need no schoolroom branding

high deeds that need no pedant's branding,

high deeds that need no course pedanting,

high deeds that need no scholar's panding

high deeds that need no gradgrind branding

branding / handing / landing / blanding

commanding / countermanding / critimanding

high deeds that need no second-handing,
high deeds that need no special-handing
high deeds that need no hand to handing

high deeds that need no critic's hand-wring

high deeds that need no critic's branding



no namby-panding / diddle-danding

no allusion/source shoring / hook for landing

high deeds that need no shoulder-handing

high deeds that need no buttress granding

high deeds that need no overgranding / hypergranding

high deeds that need no grade or granding

high deeds that need no greater granding

that need no props / underpinning /

high deeds that need no armpatch banding

high deeds that need no riddle-manding

riddle-scanning

high deeds that need no bird-leg banding,

high deeds that need no Ism-branding,

allusion/ reference / sourcebook branding

no mythkit branding / need no authenicating

///

Posted by knott at 10:02 PM 

April 9, 2011

drifts and drafts. flits and fluffs

*
/
The days have dyed me naked with
no trace to hide beneath, no scar
to mar its boring surface, though
the touch of our cheeks brush may
wake to forget that Solitaire was
invented by Bluebeard on his first
date where every card that lovesharp
slapped down came face to face. [

/
Now Palgrave's favorites show that
Anonymous' loss is all our names.
[

/Like waves that sleeve the sand you
ruffle my mind like a mirror up
which Sisyphus must roll Medusa
to atone his time [
[

/
I hammered a wooden stake into
my mirror but that didn't work:



I can still see myself in it. Reflections
are vampires, sucking their rights
from our lefts, fangs in our veinclefts
draining the days away as we splash
the morning into our eyes and brush
teeth et cetdeath. Live! I lie trying
to drink more of the dream, to gulp
it whole but its last drop is always
(bitter) is always: waking up. Bathroom [
The clown chars this delve-not art.[

/
But if our lives' trails dovetail with love's thrall
Not at all, what solace held in the rot realm
Of art will cause that wound close its issue—
I've certainly never been ceased by what. [

/But if our lives' trails dovetail not at all
With love's thrall, what solace held in the rot realm
Of [

/
Wetdream radiators hiss through the slum
room I sublet deep in the dispositions of dilate;
flags I shoplift from the United Nations Building
drape each icky splinter of my lap; lame ledgers
caress me; every inventory of reality ends up
xerox; my overdue rent has Croesus nervous,
defunded as regularly as ash-trojans and assass-
ination rumors—how routinely I lie, my lips
rent by hyena-starved laughter; my warts want
to go public; poop-pills slither me slower than
sandpaper eels; this ennui confers no libration
final enough to accord yours; adolescence n'est
ce pas; hot savior bullseye bait, another giant rind
of nose tongue; all futures rinse away unless they
use atrophy shampoo; icicles clutching at pigtails
fall past phone-thin panes; my navel's diarrhea
chops my wig off: pincer earpods pierce home.

/
Silent as toenail bibliophiles I lie;
splitsville disembarks, deadend
glistening famish [

/

Flesh is flintless, the sparks it strikes are
metaphor. Two must take somewhere in between
their unique fire from the thought held in cupped
hands against the cold wind of time, the gale
that would blow us all out. [

/
Not one wisp weighed light enough to waft me
as far as I went to go, unweaving ciphers from
my seaweed easel. Ejectomatic, enigma-ruled,
[

* 
What Norn appeared in guise of crone
To stand behind that stile of stone

Which marks our human borderline
From realms that hold what we would find



If we could bring to it the Word
Still lost from all our ears have heard—

[...........

///

Posted by knott at 2:30 PM 

April 26, 2011

LL blues

*
Lindsay Lohan sentenced to community service, janitorial duties at the city Morgue
—

Oh I'm moppin up the morgue
swabbin blood from off a slab
catch me at CorpseCam dot org
this cooler's cooler than rehab

the corpses all want to bop me
I know just how they feel
I've had some stiffs atop me
and I loves me some necrosqueal

Autopsy Hooker Death
is still my favorite band
but here they play their gits with
a scalpel in each hand

you can't get higher than dead
my co-stars beg me to score
embalming fluid hits hot-med
one shot it put you on the floor

got a freezer saved for Charlie
Sheen duhh it says on the sill
hey winner come join the party
goddess Lie-Low will cure your kill

now when I go face that jury
gonna wear a designer shroud
make my lindsayrazzi scurry
to excavate me from the crowd

the judges all claim they're solely
like helping me help myself
every damn program they enroll me
is a 12-step jailhouse of health

Doctor Drew he's drooling dick-fits
wants to save me on the TV
if I have my choice I'd stick with
these bodies they make me squeegee

this Zombie Recruitment Center's where
I'll shoot my comeback revival
Xbox robots will cluster cum my hair
I'll be the Paula on Posthumous Idol

[etc .....



///

Posted by knott at 11:52 AM 

May 2, 2011

draft/in prog/

*
TOMBEAU (decasyll of)

A wall is his sole tomb, faceless and cold—
Harps are no use here, in this realm of stone.
Slung sound would only increase the unknown
Shame of the poet's name spelled out so threshold.

Gold numbers each life sift in patient grams,
Gilding the babel buildings which encroach
This spared space whose corner's capers approach
Their terminal vertigo in what crams

Her poems with verse. And yet which plot lingers
Less? The terminal insistence of its
Limits to our lament tames our words with

Any RIP that can be traced by fingers
Carved there in loom as epitaph that splits
No silence still if this off rhyme read death.

/

This spared space whose [....] boundaries/signories/signatories approach
/
signeurials / walls— lintels . ceilings corner cornices

cornerstones / cornerfolds / corner

/This spared space whose cornercapers approach

*

AUREALISM 

All words beginning with AU or containing
the AU sound are more intrinsically poetic
than others. The AU sound in any word is
the heart of that word. AU is of course an infant's

first sound, and an ancient's last. The audible
note of extreme joy or pain. The Hindu word
OM, pronounced AUM, is the holiest word,
blossoming from the core of the cosmos. AU

can be prefixed (or added) to almost any word,
rendering it aureal. All words can be AUgmented.



An autonym—the true, authentic name—can
be found for every autonomy that auxists.

Aurealist poets we worship the sacred letters
A .................................................U.

///

Posted by knott at 7:27 AM

May 4, 2011

daftdraft

*
POEM

Keep the droolroom greased, Letitia;
to put the lisp on it, I lay there like
cheese on toasted princesses, but
it rips its heart out the mumbling
cherrypit. As it says in the epitaphs
grimly carved on whitecaps, each
wave offers another death: the dateless
notations of our global sauna delete
instantaneously your shouldered-aside
arrival. Pore-poised before leaping
gestureless, stripped, livid, into
that seething swank eyelid triggered
by a mass of rubiks playing catch
laughter, I am stirred by the impetus
ankhs yank-off with. Despite them
the flesh of night-fleeing comets
and gash genital rotations combine
to fool me still. A dictionary posing
as a free calendar leads me off while
my OK Corral rushes a piano's exits
with such relish an angel wets
his finger to see it. Barbers smearing
pep-pills on their toes know to hide
these last nubilities in rags of pied
piper and snorts (cyclotron in chains)
or else I rub the small of her back
with the small of my dick. How
can I bear it when the headless
jostle the armless to rise in one
plaited symptom like tongues cupping
dark lemons. Dazed by the slits
in pingpong's forehead I weigh
venison in lamps while stars, stars
publish their bitter day tribes on
my window. Bees shed their mes-
merism so quickly when tattooed
at advent that I fear I must flash
the sign of the knish in response,
cautious as a sphinx measuring
volcano-rims to see which one is
roundest. Mystics always seek this
perfect circularity, though I suspect
they simply desire to feel the warm
bigamies and stat tomtoms lining
them like jewels on a sorcerer's
nostrils. My humanity has gone
to the gills. You know why. Candles



rearranged you in profile, yours at
the dawn of anoint, exuding that
fur of unreachable cages you were
known for. Six white scissors lashed
the wisps a while, hushed in spiels.

///

Posted by knott at 8:14 PM 

draftstuff

*
LETTER TO A LANDSCAPE

How I painted you, first offering the blank
canvas a cigarette and a blindfold—
my execution left your image staring
into a space it could no longer mime
or defend with repeated acts of absence.
From now on destruction must be final. 
The hole in the wall its nail made would cease
to suffice the clamor of the audience
stirred forward past their poses, a pittance
attendance. Only the cheapest seats applaud
my extended performance, this matchless
massacre of semblance; fence for every
frame I place purloin to yield your past
vast-hold, greenscene that dangles there its last
furtive hope of grace-exit, will vanish
in the next text which avider cliques click
into view. What scar has interhearted
us with face ruses the thousand roved letters
I wrote might have mentioned, those naive notes
I wrought-core in similar airs to you,
simpleton valley, fall hive of greenery,
high desultory vista. Was it nine
noahs ago I boarded the wombship
time, coupling twain each mainseed of my
father's crime, garrotted gored by his
umbilical sword, bride-groined bled. Now
my yearyawns keep reading their kleenex for
the word (sought as one, it dims; wrought by
many it screams) that would have freed me vie
this near-antiquity of means. Unsexed,
lamp-febrile, knees I lie in the wither of
my wait—how pale it seems. Reader-shaped
words appear before me, they come down the street
like all neat, if my lips could only tell you what
you hear them say, but let it settle gelid and
quiver caught, the thought. Let it dupe a while. 
Let it nought. Let it come nought. How loud
the brake that woke the lord was. The sun sips
us up through its thermometerstraw for
refreshment but summer days are so long,
so memoir. Like unsubtitled foreign
films its landscape lacks meaning, each tree reflects
the alien dialog the actors exchange,
correspondent to your confusion, a child
told to not trust strangers. That's why I feel
the letter "I" would like to read itself as
everywhere epitome, but suspicion
is none to the person who inhabits
its crumbs, or so my cyber-bye eyes cry. 
Each playdate of pellucidorean arbors
whispers the hands of fate I'll never grasp



alive the death around carnal preen
artesian tensions. Its mirrors opaque
with old wisdoms of touch. See that sky seeping
hourglassly upon my closer eyelids
while my more distant ones blur. Infancy,
realm whose vacant aprons reared and shed name
welcome: a wonder of no thanks rowed the snake's
laconic mimicry of bracelets or
sidle sinuous canoed through the page of
far-eternity, bound fawning in toe
to you: tar vomit covers day with. Let snow
unsheathe those peaks it holds above our craned
up necks to learn how sharp such echo-other
heights keep their prospects honed, each precipice
razorboned must thrust all lapidary mist
that clings unstoried to their summit: my pane
re-sinews bleakly every breeze from up there.
Each brushstroke I heap you with is broken
by its cry. Aspirations try, but why, why
does Hiroshima always forget to duck?

///

Posted by knott at 7:48 PM 

draft/roughstuff/

*
[title?]

Any book flipped open on a snowy day
may for a moment feel its content
reflect the freshness of falling flakes.
Perhaps the introspective nature
descent rouses will shadow the plot
forever, still with each flap of pages
we sortes seek one phrase to save us.

More likely the blank blizzard that
mirrorpanes every word that melts in
our hand will continue to publish its
volumes similar by far, unique only
in crystal closeup. Through the storm
some flags prompting vertigo blow
bright colors against this whiteout.

*

/frail colors against this whiteout.

/

[title?]

Any book flipped open on a snowy day
may for a moment feel its content
reflect the freshness of falling flakes.
Perhaps the introspective nature
descent wakens[/rouses/stirs] will shadow the plot
character et al, still through its pages
/character, still through its flapping pages
/forever, still with each flap of pages
we sortes seek one phrase to save us.

More likely the blank blizzard that



mirrors every word that melts in
our hand will continue to inflict its
volumes all similar in general, with
thoughts that differ only in specifics,
regardless of which the storm blows
bright banners against this whiteout.

/
our hand will continue to publish
its volumes like snowflakes similar
in general, unique in

More likely the blank blizzard that
mirrors every word that melts in
our hand will continue to publish its
volumes similar afar[by far], unique only
in crystal closeup, [though through] the storm
some flags prompting vertigo all blow
their colors against this whiteout.

/in crystal closure. Attentive storm! / closure. Out in the storm
some flags prompting vertigo all blow
their colors against this whiteout.

....

/in that book ever after, and pages / its pages
[bared by chance aspect, in random]
sortes seek the phrase to save us.
/sortes for one phrase that saves us.

/
of that book forever, and through pages
bared by chance, in random aspect
sortes seek the one phrase to save us.

/freshened by the reflection of flakes.
/freshened by the flake reflections.

of descent will shadow the words

lines
/volumes general in outline, with
of poems different/that differ in specifics,

/
thoughts that differ only in specifics,
regardless of which the storm some
flags prompting vertigo will blow
their colors against that whiteout.

/
Any book opened on a snowy day
may for a moment feel its content
reflect the freshness of falling flakes.
/freshened by the reflection of flakes.
/freshened by the flake reflections.
Perhaps the introspective nature
of descent will shadow the words



/descent brings will shadow the words
of that book forever, and through pages
bared by chance, in random aspect
sortes seek the one phrase to save us.
/in that book ever after, and pages / its pages
[bared by chance aspect, in random]
sortes seek the phrase to save us.
/sortes for one phrase that saves us.
More likely the blank blizzard that
mirrors every word that melts in
our hand will continue to inflict its
volumes similar in general, lines
/volumes general in outline, with
of poems different/that differ in specifics,
though through the storm some
flags prompting vertigo all blow / tempting/ attempting
their colors against that whiteout.

*
///

Posted by knott at 12:23 PM 

June 2, 2011

drafts/roughs/unfinished stuff

*
I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror but that didn't work:
I can still see myself in it. Worse luck. /No go— / And so—/ Oh no—

Reflections are vampires, sucking / they suck
their due rights from our lefts,
glass fangs against our veinclefts

drain the days away as we splash
dawn into redshot eyes and brush
teeth et cetdeath. Live! Each night

I try to drink my dreams, to gulp
them whole as though I emptied
the pulsing neck of my beloved

and I succeed, but the last drop
is always bitter, is always: waking up.

///

/
I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror but that was no good:
I can still see myself in it. [ ] blood— /could /should /would

reflections are vampires, they suck
their rights from our lefts, glass fangs
against our veinclefts leave pangs / hangs

/their rights from our lefts, their glass
fangs leave our veinclefts age-gashed

and drain the days away as we splash
sleepcrud from redshot eyes and brush
teeth et cetdeath. Life! Each night



I long to drink my dreams, to gulp
them whole as though I emptied
the pulsing neck of my beloved

/the mirror but that didn't take:

the mirror but that doesn't help:

the mirror but that was no use:

the mirror but that was ineffective:

the mirror but that remedy failed:
I can still see myself in it.

I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror but that didn't do
the trick: I can still see myself in it.

/
I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror but that myth was/proves untrue:

I can still see myself in it, worse luck.
Reflections are vampires who suck

their rights from our lefts, they [verb] rend/tear/
our veinclefts [....................................]

and drain our days away as we splash
sleepcrud from redshot eyes and brush

teeth et cetdeath. Live! Each night now
I long to drink my dreams, to swallow

them whole as though I emptied
the pulsing neck of a buxom maid

and I succeed, but the last drop
is always bitter, is always: waking up.

/
I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror but that myth proves untrue:

damnit I can still see myself in there. / oh no I can still see myself in there.
Reflections are vampires who tear / vampires: they tear

their rights from our lefts and seize/rend/rip
our veinclefts
[with their ageless grip]

/I can still see myself in it. Damn eyes— / in it. Ill met!
Reflections are vampires, they seize / vampires who get

their rights from our lefts, they render / encroach/ replace
our veinclefts tender and [surrender] [lips/rips]
unlike Dorian Gray they age to show us
how the days drain away as we splash
sleepcrud from redshot eyes and brush
teeth et cetdeath.



/
I can still see myself in it. Ill met—
Reflections are like vampires, they get
their rights from our lefts, veinclefts gush/ veincleftless
unDorianGrayed they age to show us

/they get us lefties right, /

I can see myself in it. I better shave—
Reflections are like vampires, they have
us by the throat and show us just how
unDorianGrayed we are

/
[...........] I hammered a wooden stake into
my mirror but that myth has proved untrue:

/Today I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror, but sadly that myth's untrue:

I can still see myself in it, worse luck—
Reflections are like vampires, they too suck

up all our vitals and show us just how
unDorianGrayed we are and swallow

and drain our young days away as we splash

no luck: I can still see myself in it.
Reflections are like vampires, they get

/I can still see myself in it. Deadpan— / ?
reflections are like vampires, they [.........] /

us by the throat and show us just how
unDorianGrayed we are and swallow

and drain our [..... ] days away as we splash
sleepcrud from redshot eyes and [.....] brush

teeth et cetdeath. Live! Each night I sink
deeper in the drink of my dreams, I drink

them down whole as though I were emptying
the scarlet neck of some starlet sighing—

I drink my dreams indeed, but the last drop
is always bitter, is always: waking up.

///

Posted by knott at 2:31 AM 

June 26, 2011

draft

*
L'INFINITO

If there is any spot that hates me
less than the rest of the world does,



this is it, this cliff clear overlooking
the sargasso mess of sea, though
why it should be the sole exception
I don't know, flaw in the design maybe?
It was always dear to me. This sheer
is where I peer into the infinity
surmounting all, or seem to, anyway.
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
of certainty, this place which alone
coddles and calms my pan-anxiety,
perhaps seethes beneath its unruffled
rocks with the urge to die, die like
everything else that surrounds us
and sustains us, ocean wall against
whose hold our shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

/

and beckons us, ocean wall against

with an ocean of falsity against

with an endless ocean calm against

(Previous version from earlier in the day, Ed.)

L'INFINITO

If there is any spot that hates me
less than the rest of the world does,
this is it, this cliff clear overlooking
the sargasso mess of sea, though
why it should be the sole exception
I don't know, flaw in the design maybe?
It was always dear to me. This sheer
is where I peer into the infinity
surmounting all, or seem to, anyway.
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
of certainty, this place which alone
coddles and calms my pan-anxiety,
probably seethes beneath its unruffled
rocks with the urge to die, die like
everything else that surrounds us
with surface, that false wall against
whose hold our shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

///

Posted by knott at 9:29 AM 

June 27, 2011

drafts in rough

*
WHIMCAM

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists / each audience insists
that every artist must



live-or-die by their applause:— / by its applause:—
Shall I apply for that praise; / for such praise;
does Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes?
Nope. Not my poems.

/

Hey. Not my poems.

Yeah. Not my poems.

Whoa. Not my poems.

Huh. Not my poems.

No. Not my poems.

Shit. Not my poems.

Sure. Not my poems.

Yuck. Not my poems.

Yick. Not my poems.

Ha. Not my poems.

/

AUDIENCE

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience expects / insists
me too to die for applause:
/that I too die for applause;
murderous the fist
of their paws insists / expects
that every artist
solicit those bravoes,
live for that huzzaw.

I, vie for that praise—
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes;
me neither: not my poems.

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists
that every artist must
live and die for their applause:
Shall I too vie for that praise;
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next



closeup comes?
No. Not my poems.

that we live for bravoes
and we die for applause please:

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience expects
us to live on bravoes

AUDIENCE

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
murderous the fist
of their paws expects
that every artist must
solicit those bravoes,
bowed-down beg that applause:
that even Coriolanus
will nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes.
All kneel to their whims.
But not my poems.

we die of applause

and with applause we please

and for applause we please

we beg for applause please:

even Coriolanus must
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes.
Shall we die for their appluase

////

Posted by knott at 9:40 AM 

July 3, 2011

drafts (a draft is a poem-in-progress, by the way, not a finished work)

*

WHIMCAM

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists



that every artist must

solicit its great praise

and shun a private muse:

will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when TMZ's
next queasy closeup comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

than heed a private muse

than mind a private muse:

than seek a private muse:

solicit its great praise,

refuse a private muse:

than choose a private muse:

and shun a private muse:

solicit its great praise

than choose to please some muse:

petition most its praise

than choose to please his muse:

*
WHIMCAM

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists
that every artist must
prefer to score its praise
than court a private muse:
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when TMZ's
next queasy closeup comes?—
Not me. Not my poems.

/

solicit more its praise
than court a private muse:

petition/solicit most its praise
than choose to please his muse:

than choose to please some muse:

prefer its favor praise / crowded praise
than that of any muse:

prefer its favor's praise
than that of any muse

prefer to heed its praise
than please a private muse:

prefer to win its praise
than that of any muse:



prefer to win its praise
than that of his own muse:

prefer to score its praise
than favor find with muse:

prefer to score its praise
than favor first the muse:

solicit most its praise
than that of any muse:

solicit first its praise
before to please a muse

than favor first his muse:

than cater to a muse:

than beckon to a muse:

than beg favor from a muse:

prefer its favor praise
than seek to please one's muse:

solicit its bravoes,
and pander for applause: /more applause:
does Coriolanus

that every artist must
surrender to its praise,
respond with gracious bows:

welcome all those bravoes,

wait for all those bravoes

hanker for its bravoes,

kneel to all those

solicit its bravoes,

eat shit to gain that praise:

bow down to gain that praise:

kneel down to gain that praise:

eat dirt to gain that praise:

flay skin to gain that praise:

solicit its bravoes,
slit wrists to wrest that praise:

slit wrists to rouse that praise:

and sell themselves for praise:

surrender to its praise,
and pander for applause:



surrender to its praise,
pander for those bravoes:
does Coriolanus

bend and scrape for those bravoes

pander to its applause,
bow down for those bravoes:
does Coriolanus

surrender to applause,
pander for those bravoes:
does Coriolanus

pander to its bravoes,
and barter all for praise:

and beg to gain that praise:

pander for its bravoes,
bow down to win that praise:

whinny for its bravoes,
scrape knees to win that praise:

bend knees to win that praise:

caper for its bravoes,
scrape knees to win that praise:

hunger for its bravoes,
scrape tongues to win that praise:

crave to have its bravoes,
and slaver for that praise:

/
his scars when TMZ's
next queazy close-cam comes?

queazy closeup-cam comes

next queasy closeup comes?

/
easy closeup-cam comes?

cosy closeup-cam comes?

/
respond with humble bows:

tactful bows / tasteful bows

gracious bows

pander with grateful bows: 

respond with graceful bows:

respond with kneelful bows:

mmkiss with humble bows:



/

his scars when each program's
nosy closeup-cam comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

his scars when each program's
raucous closeup-cam comes?

his scars when each whimcam's
raucous closeup comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

that every artist must
live-or-die by its interest,

pander to its praise

nose-zooming closeup comes?

raucous zoom-in comes

intrudes

when that zitcam's
raucous nosy zoom comes?

nose-zoom incomes?

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists
that every artist must
surrender to its praise,
pander them with grateful shows:
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when each program's
nosy closeup-cam comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

his scars when that blipcam's

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
every audience insists
that every artist must
live-or-die by its noise,
slaver down those bravoes,
crave cram today's applause:
shall Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when every cam's
raucous closeup comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

his scars when that scancam's
intrusive closeup comes

resumes zooms?



slaver now those bravoes,
crave today's applause:
does Coriolanus

Shall I apply to such praise

/

slaver for those

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
every audience insists
that every artist must
live-or-die by its noise,
must slaver for those bravoes,
crave today's applause—
does Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when that cam's
raucous closeup comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

crave that slick applause—
/

raucous closeup comes?

WHIMCAM

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
every audience insists
that every artist must
live-or-die by its taste,
must pander to its bravoes,
slave to that slick applause—
Shall I apply for such praise;
does Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the cam's
noisy closeup comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

allow their taste to rule

nosey

clinging

cringing closeup comes?

curtive closeup

intrusive

today's

flinch

/



Hey. Not my poems.

Yeah. Not my poems.

Whoa. Not my poems.

Huh. Not my poems.

No. Not my poems.

Shit. Not my poems.

Sure. Not my poems.

Yuck. Not my poems.

Yick. Not my poems.

Ha. Not my poems.

/

AUDIENCE

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience expects / insists
me too to die for applause:
/that I too die for applause;
murderous the fist
of their paws insists / expects
that every artist
solicit those bravoes,
live for that huzzaw.

I, vie for that praise—
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes;
me neither: not my poems.

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists
that every artist must
live and die for their applause:
Shall I too vie for that praise;
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes?
No. Not my poems.

that we live for bravoes
and we die for applause please:



Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience expects
us to live on bravoes

AUDIENCE

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
murderous the fist
of their paws expects
that every artist must
solicit those bravoes,
bowed-down beg that applause:
that even Coriolanus
will nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes.
All kneel to their whims.
But not my poems.

we die of applause

and with applause we please

and for applause we please

we beg for applause please:

even Coriolanus must
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when the next
closeup comes.
Shall we die for their appluase

////

Posted by knott at 9:01 AM 

July 6, 2011

drafts/roughs/unfinished stuff

*
swayhearted boomchild
airy as a balloonist's armpits
my hands at dawn have
the love-aspect of [.......]
striding past arcana
antlers have tasted silence
yet how dwelldown can
one still live in that town
no sleep no giddiness but
without giddiness planets
would stop conserving
the pliers of the north
the hammers of the south
their spineless eyelashes



clasp me by the psalm-pit
my arms hang dangling from
the center of a bullseye
within which the rest of me
has been implanted even
though I specified that
my moonrocket should
not be nonlinear I guess
they didn't hear me and
all the other falsities by
which I am beckoned to be

*
Everything is the tombstone
of everything else, on which
is carved LAUGH.

*
The moon is your past, sea,
which is why it stirs you.
Each tide is a memory.

*
Eager as love in a downpour of thumbs
they bite each other shock absorber.
The requite each other in prescient
measures, the prince whispers let me
stab this glass slipper into your heart
to see if it fits. The prison left our pores
for a moment; orgasm hopped a plane
to the coast. [.........]

*
That mask the mirror dons
when you look at it, is your face:
it won't let you see its.

*
Was it the lightswitch near my door
that invented suicide, or there
at the season-rise of the year I saw
a dancer's ribcage burning in
an empty parking lot—the grass,
frothing on its endless chain, knew,
but will I ever find you through
these ruins that clamor me whole.

*

Doves as they crumble dream the eyes of
a balcony where a princess dress tries
to wake up. Faithful to its cloud I follow
alleydown wander [....................]
till seeds from a wound thistle away [

*
The grave sows her without favor to
the four winds, to the missive dance
that gave her steps stairs. Who? Precisely.

And now against the hour how often
your rhymes have cast away their times,
look, it has their fall. What? Requitely.

[......



*
Love is a war where each one tries
to be the Axis and not the Allies—
terms obsolete from some historic
century when one side was right
and one wrong. Love waits for Hitler
to come home and [

*
The sun standing for relief on the shoulder
of Harold Pinter may dazzle our due
silences, or Greece unifying space with
ruins increase time over time, secure
in the totter-dream acts that aftercede
all one's closer compacts, insistent fates.

Or shall I rush to blind this dalliance,
wandering through time's mime mint desert,
watching its drill-dunes awash wallow
each cess I mount the bigamous cusp of
Venus to see. Those pillars defeat quest,
but can we specify why, surreptitiously?

Now the grave sows her without favor to
the four winds, to the missive dance
that gave her steps stairs. Who? Precisely.
Jill Bennett, perhaps, not a wife of Pinter
but his rival, Osbourne, unmourned-for

and stern. Against their hour how often
your rhymes have cast away their times,
look, it has their fall. What? Precisely,
though precision has no meaning exact
enough to include the end of any writer

who continues [........

(previous version from earlier in the day, Ed.)

Doves as they crumble dream the eyes of
a balcony where a princess dress tries
wake-up. Faithful to its cloud I follow
alleydown wander till seeds from a wound
thistle away. She cries. [....................]
The grave sows her without favor to
the four winds, to the missive dance that
gave her steps stairs. Against the hour
[..... ] your rhymes have cast away times,
look, it has their fall.

*
Love is a war where each one tries
to be the Axis and not the Allies—
terms obsolete from some historic
century when one side was right
and one wrong. Love waits for Hitler
to come home and [

*
The sun standing for relief on the shoulder
of Harold Pinter may dazzle our due
silences, or Greece unifying space with
ruins increase time over time, totter-dream



acts that aftercede all one's closer contacts.

Or shall I rush to blind this dalliance
mime mint desert, drill-dunes awash wallow
each cess I mount the bigamous cusp of
Venus to see. Its pillars defeat quest of course
but can we specify why.

///

Posted by knott at 11:52 AM 

July 10, 2011

draft/firstdraft (unfinished

*
VIEWPOINT

drenched in blindfolds
a caveman licked
my boots while
above me
filaments
burnt out
blazed out
from icons which
were nailed
to their original
the genuine
article who
looked down at me
from his cross
like a crook as
I noticed
a telescope
protruding from
the gash in his
right side
and behind him
on a step ladder
someone was peering
through
the telescope that
pierced his body
coin-operated
(the telescope,
not the body)
and behind
the ladder
a queue
of souls
all stood waiting
like a landscape
their turn
to climb up
and stick
their obol in
and stick
their eye up
to the eyepiece
to see ai
ai yi



I hope
they weren't too
disappointed
to see nothing but
me and him
that caveman slut
drenched
in blindfolds

///

Posted by knott at 8:42 PM 

more drafts on this

*
WHIMCAM

Lynch mob wearing haloes,
the audience insists
that every artist must
solicit its great praise
and spurn a private muse:
will Coriolanus
nurse and gnaw and showcase
his scars when TMZ's
next queasy closeup comes?
Not me. Not my poems.

than heed a private muse

than mind a private muse:

than seek a private muse:

and bar a private muse:

and shun a private muse:

and shirk a private muse:

and snub a private muse:

and ban a private muse:

but not a private muse:

solicit its great praise,
refuse a private muse:

than choose a private muse:

and shun a private muse:

solicit its great praise
than choose to please some muse:

petition most its praise
than choose to please his muse:



...

Posted by knott at 6:56 PM 

July 12, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
ROMANCE

the tiptoe-around gown
stood there
intimidating some of us
what was it
a wedding thing
for Greta Garbo perhaps
who never married
never worn it rose
on its rack
on its wreck
not thread-worthy
to needle the world's eye
how it shone
never worn
how can I portray
its sheer readiness
to exist to express
if a teardrop
could gallop
or a hymen gloating
inside a seashell
if my earlobes
could leash enough
petrified proxy-pixels
and wring them where
swan is a serpent with wheels
but the sign
still surrounds us
for armies to trample
and the malice narrates
its cause to those
who have flown away
leaving exile here
to conscript me
till I fear
none of this evil
troop will stay
though one question
persists re
that ku-klux gown
that white apparition
that mallarme swimsuit
was it human
ergo Classical
or was it
animal ergo
Romantic

///

Posted by knott at 7:42 AM 



July 16, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
SUBTERRENE

in the Vatican's basement
a secret sect
of vampire nuns
retired to their coffins as
day broke and
even lower than them
a volcano roused
determined
to blow nirvana up St Peter's ass
what slapstick erupted
in the pope's tea-cupboard
imagine the galleries
the gods the gilt
all that marble melting
lapping up its own veins
on a day the year was halved by
time did a worldcrack
to teethe your feet
the sense-struck echo
the scream buried
in a half-awake handkerchief
on the walls faces crowded
like blackouts toward light
from streaming chariots
the fire brigade quick
erected a cage around
the burning cathedral
flames leapt at its bars
and the nuns
the vampire nuns
rose up and ruled
as they had done so often
and lions and tigers
and high high above
a stratospheric spacesuit
filled with scarlet feathers
floated earthward

///

Posted by knott at 6:21 PM 

July 17, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
FROM AN OLD LEGEND

let's cut some graftings
from off these trees and
uproot those hedgerows
and hold their foliage
forward in our arms as
we approach the castle
hoping they won't notice
behind this camouflage



our smirks and winks
our shining eyes maybe
leafsecreted we can plant
quick shrubs and shoots
around its impregnable
walls and waltz away leaving
their fortress enforested

...
/
thresh that birnambush
and thrust their foliage
outward in our arms as

"birnambush" is too coy and cute; i must assume the origin of this myth will already 
be in the back of most readers' minds...

///

Posted by knott at 9:25 PM 

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
CENTRALITY

as Marx said the navel
will wither away
and the soul will graduate
from Clark Kent University
to create that ideal state
super-cyborgs wave
a wand over
the few remaining humans
look at them
their flesh covered
with simian grafitti
their planet still spun in days
still circling
some outer core of sun

///

Posted by knott at 7:50 AM 

July 18, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
TREE AT THE BEDROOM WINDOW

What urge to rest beneath it, beneath
Each bed of that composite that invites us,
Deftly shifting the foliage that falls draped
Through rooms of roots we daily feel shaped
By deep resolves to die as the night’s last
Word soars, sufficeless. Oh more enough! Doubt
Is a noose to the known, the same old vow
Vigilance that always plans to keep out
An eye and tries to stay awake. Despite its soft
Drafts my face is hard against this window.



/
*
HERE IN JULY

My gifts sift empty beyond gratitude’s
Bounty, but I pray the burden of goods

And bads time lades us with is enough
To overcome the loss of one fluff

From one springtime, one fumed weed and wisp—
Daily granted our gaffes against the crisp

Chagrin of being unable to repay
Or rather each of us lacks the right way

To say how fulfilled he is by this, this
Unknowable grace or benefice.

However meager the larder looms,
Whatever its dole defeats in us it seems

To show our own bereftness, the intense
Summoning summer brings us. Hence.

///

Posted by knott at 12:42 PM 

July 20, 2011

drafts

*

HURTS

Soul to sing of all the Suicide-Ins
of the 1960s and how righteous
to invade the avarice palaces
of Evil Inc or government offices
and from our ponchos raise in unison
rainbow-antic canteens and gulp enough
morphiates for a fatal dose, then call
the media knowing that despite the loud
ambulances and police arriving
to stomach-pump and IV most of us
back to life, inevitably, in the rushed
roulette of it there'd be casualties,
a few of us would always die each time,
peace we'd cry and keel over wondering,
hoping our perish action gained the eye
of a public busy with headlines TV
and cause commuters to sip their coffee
slower, or a mom making breakfast grin,
the kids to hit each other ouch that hurts.

/

and from our ponchos high in unison
wave forth rainbow canteens and gulp enough



/

HURTS

Of course I remember the Suicide-Ins
of the 1960s and how righteous
to occupy the avarice palace
of Evil Inc or government offices
and from our ponchos so close together
raise rainbow-hued canteens and gulp enough
morphiates for a fatal dose, then call
the media knowing that despite all
the ambulances and police arriving
to stomach-pump and IV most of us
back to life, inevitably, in the rushed
roulette of it there'd be casualties,
a few of us would always die each time,
peace we'd cry and keel over wondering,
hoping our perish action gained the eye
of a public busy with headlines TV
and cause commuters to sip their coffee
slower, or the mom making breakfast grin,
the kids to hit each other ouch that hurts.

/
and from our ponchos so grooved together

and from our ponchoes so warm together

/cool together

and from our ponchos so groove-togethered

/
peace we'd cry and lie slumped wondering

peace we'd cry and lie in clumps wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie clumped up, wondering,

peace we'd cry and then lie down wondering,

peace we'd cry and drop asleep wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie passed out, wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie in lapse wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie there lapsed, wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie there conked, wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie slumpbacked, wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie in clumps wondering

peace we'd cry and then conk-out wondering,

peace we'd cry and clump collapse wondering,

peace we'd cry and lie collapsed, wondering,



peace we'd cry and keel over wondering,

/

whip out flask canteens and gulp down enough

whip out green canteens and swallow enough

whip out [psychedelic-colored] canteens

withdraw rainbow canteens and gulp enough

whip rainbow-hued canteens and gulp enough

raise rainbow-scuffed canteens and gulp enough

raise rainbow-zoned canteens

raise rainbow-stoned canteens

raise rainbow-bold canteen

rainbow-striped / rainbow-hued / rainbow-dyed

rainbow-clad / rainbow-rad / rainbow-painted

painted=sham=mock=fake / rainbow-stained

rainbow-glazed / rainbow-shade / rainbow-streaked

rainbow-high / rainbow-bled / rainbow-shell / rainbow-rind

rainbow-slaked / rainbow-dawn / rainbow-psych /

rainbow-delic flasks / rainbow-cupped canteens /

rainbow-clasp rainbow-cut rainbow-class rainbow-capped

rainbow-blown rainbow-toned / rainbow-glued

rainbow-gewed

/
[title]

Sometimes I remember the Suicide-Ins
of the 1960s: how a bunch of us
would occupy the avarice palace
of Evil Inc. or government offices
and from our ponchos simultaneously
would pull out canteens and swallow enough
morphiates for a fatal dose, then call
the media knowing that despite all
the ambulances and police arriving
to stomach pump and IV most of us
back to life, inevitably, in the rushed
roulette of it there'd be casualties,
a few of us would always die each time,
some of us would cease our peace cry RIP,
hoping our perish action gained the eye
of a public busy with headlines TV



and cause commuters to sip their coffee
slower, or the mom making breakfast grin,
the kids to hit each other ouch that hurts.

/

Funny to remember the Suicide-Ins
of the 1960s: a bunch of us
would occupy the avarice palace
of Evil Inc. or government offices
and from our ponchos simultaneously
we'd pull out and swallow from canteens high
enough morphiates for a fatal dose
then call the media and despite all
the ambulances and police arriving
to stomach pump and IV most of us
back to life inevitably there'd be
casualties in the rushed roulette of it,
a few of us would always die each time,
some of us would cease our peace cry RIP,
would our perish action not be in vain
garnering the public/PR plenty, gain
headline/TV coverage rippling shockscan
causing each commuter to sip his coffee
slower or the mom making breakfast grin,
the kids to hit each other with more ouch.

/

/
in ponchos from which simultaneous
we'd pull out and swallow with canteens high
enough morphiates to kill each of us /

/we'd pull out and swallow with canteens high
enough morphiates each of us fatal,
/enough morphiates for a fatal dose,
/we'd simultaneously swig /

/then call the media and despite all
the ambulances and police arriving
to save us suffice, to stomach pump and
IV most of us back to life though of
course in the rushed roulette of this fracas

then call the media and despite all
the ambulances and police arriving
to save us suffice, to stomach pump and
IV most of us back to life though of

course not all. No: in the rushed roulette
of it there'd inevitably be casualty,
a few of us would always die each time,

/our peace cry would cease some of us RIP,
our perish action would not be in vain
garnering the public/PR plenty, gain

some of us would cease our peace cry RIP

headline/TV coverage rippling shockscan



causing each commuter to sip his coffee
slower or the mom making breakfast grin,
the kids to hit each other with more ouch.

/
the kids to kill each other with more ouch that hurt.

(ending is too cliche: maybe contrast with how
a Suicide-In would occur in terms of
today: a thousand poets each in their
lair before an iCam could skype gobble
communal lethal nepenthe in simulcast
sprawled bards keeling over to protest
the NEA's shameful underfunding
of innovative oilspills/avantdrone rockets and
pocket-nukes, not to mention

)

///

Posted by knott at 9:00 AM 

July 25, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
/
can I find you through
the ruins that clamor me
the emptiness I breach
with a pocket comb
in lava's length I languish
flailing for dawn but always
day's spume fails to reach
the crown it aspires to
my horns dabble gabble
all the homage I scribble
watching my scabs pop
rival corks for your blood
they gorge the gongs it was
midnight so pendulum
warnings were posted
we ordered a burger and
a beast shake to go now
days divest me stylishly
I lie by a river moistly
where's that quotidian thistle
I used to rub for luck
the K.O. continues
I lie knocked out daily
lidded with copes of cain
and come-to slower each time

/
/
installed amid the kitchen
I cannot move from off
this coaster or stains from
babylon's measure will sink
the cup but if those distant
peaks would all remove
their turbans at once to show



how serene it is beneath
the white but is it serene
as a mask whose eyeholes
tend to scepter and sulk
like a sopped up elephant
till I wonder if the moon's
sieve left those pockmarks on
the sea or if this is merely
lackwork for amputated
jesters to impale don't ask
the mask split to the core
or the mask that inflicts
nothing on the face that
it has not already suffered
the daily ordeals the meals
here amid the kitchenware
the muse that loves to leer
as I swivel my boffo butt
down in a shoeshine grotto

///

Posted by knott at 10:27 AM 

July 30, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
[title?] (decasyllabics)

Today I hammered a wooden stake into
the mirror, but sadly that myth's untrue:

I can still see myself in it. Worse luck—
Reflections are time's best vampires, they suck

the juice/the years/the youth from our veins [gaze] to show us just how
/vein template [?]
unDorianGrayed we are and swallow

drano the dull days away as we splash / the dull days drano away as we splash
/drainhole the days away as we slap-splash
[rot] sleepcrud from redshot eyes and brush

teeth et cetdeath. Live! Each night I sink
deeper in the dram of my dreams, I drink

them down whole as though I were emptying
the scarlet flecked necks of starlets crying—

I drink my dreams indeed, but the last drop
is always bitter, is always: waking up.

/

the youth from our face to show us just how

the glow from our face/gaze to show us just how

the flush from our face to show us just how
unDorianGrayed we are and swallow



all the years' appears to show us just how

all our years appeared to show us just how

what years appeared to show us but now how
unDorianGrayed we gaze: they swallow

the years from our youth to show us just how

the use from our youth to show us just how

the pink from our cheeks / the chic from our cheeks

the pink from our pans to show us just how

//

////

Posted by knott at 9:04 AM 

August 7, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
After Verlaine's Chanson d'automne (hexasyllabics):

The shiny violins 
Of April's tender winds
Render my heart a wound
And its fresh decibels
Clef as bright recitals
Have left me quite twi-tuned.

All seasons fiddle fade
Like sapphics Nero played
And few songs furlough time
Year long or even half:
Young books of poets prime
Will look at mine and laugh;

Now beneath Autumn trees
I crawl on knellthrown knees
Knowing they'll never say
That my past verse retrieves
From amid these dead leaves
One hour unshed, one day.

/
Like preludes Nero played

Like strophes Nero played

Like sapphics Nero played

Like haikus Nero played



Like songs that Nero played
And barely last a time 

And barely keep their time
Year long or even half:

And barely sing their time

Like threnodes Nero played
And most songs k

Like those odes Nero played
And most songs last a time

But how few last their time
Year 

Like jam odes Nero played   

Like threnodes Nero played
And most songs whine a time

And grand odes Nero played

Like flat odes Nero played

Like sweet odes /   cute odes

And bade odes Nero played

epodes Nero played  /  threnodes

Like scat odes Nero played

And scat odes Nero played



And clef fresh decibels
Rained in bright recitals

Like swansongs Nero played
And most won't last in time

And their songs rarely rhyme / chime
Year long or even half:

And most songs parry time

And most songs last for time

And most songs last a time

And most poor songs keep time

And most songs taste their time

And most songs please their time

And most songs please no time

And few songs last their time
Year long or even half:

And how few songs kept time
Year long or even half:

And most songs last their time

And most song fare their time

And most songs flair their time

And most songs call fair time

And how many songs rhyme

And how few their songs rhyme

And their songs rarely rhyme

And their songs won't keep time



And most songs keep their time

And most songs parry time

And how many songs rhyme
Year long or even half:

And how few songs their time

And how few songs still rhyme

And how few songs their time

And how few songs in time
Stay a year long or half:

And of their songs few rhyme

And how few songs fill time

And so few songs last time

And so few songs still rhyme

And few songs outstay time
Year long or even half:

And few songs last a time 

And few songs have stayed time

And few songs lute their time / bear their 

wear their time / hear their rhyme

near their time / share 

lewd their time / stretch their time

fetch their time / catch their time

score their time / branch their time



And few songs cleave their time

And few songs swan their time

And few songs brook their time

And few songs cross their time

And few songs cue their time

And few songs clef their time

And few songs keep their time

And few songs sway their time

And few songs stay their time

And few songs rule their time

And few songs pride their time

And few songs stride their time

And few songs find their time

And few songs thrill their time

And few songs out-lute time

And few songs diddle time

And few songs bid their time

And few song bade their time

My still past verse retrieves

That still my verse retrieves



/ 

The shiny violins
Of April's tender winds
Render my heart a wound
And those fresh decibels
In clef bright recitals 
Have left me quite untuned.

All seasons fiddle fade
Like encores Nero played
And their song rarely stays
Year long or even half:
Young books of MFAs
Will look at mine and laugh; 

Now beneath Autumn trees
I crawl on knellthrown knees
Knowing they'll never say
That my past verse retrieves
From amid these dead leaves
One hour that's shed, one day.

/
The Nero seasons fade
Like encores seldom played
And their song rarely stays
Long whole or even half:

All fiddle seasons fade
Like encores Nero played
And their song rarely stays
Year long or even half:
Young books of MFAs
Will look at mine and laugh;

Most seasons lack encore
Like Nero's fiddle score
And their song rarely stays
Long whole or even half:
New books of MFAs
Will look at mine and laugh;



All seasons slough and fade
And golden boughs throw shade

All seasons slough and slim
And golden boughs grow grim

All seasons fade defiled
And golden boughs grow wild

All seasons slough and slue / sloth
And golden boughs drop too / off

All seasons fade like Nero
And golden harps twang low

Seasons share Nero's fate

All seasons slough away / slough in time
And golden boughs grow gray / grow grime
And wordstuff rarely stays
True whole or even half:
New books of MFAs
Will look at mine and laugh;

But seasons are Nero 
And roses too must go
And poesie rarely stays
True whole or even half:
New books of MFAs
Will look at mine and laugh;

All seasons fade in time
Like Nero's fiddle rhyme
And their song rarely stays
Long whole or even half: 

All seasons fade in fire 
Like Nero's fiddle strings

All seasons lack encore
Like Nero's fiddle score

And st 

/ swing low

All seasons lose their song
And golden harps twang dull



And wordstuff rarely stays
Chime whole or even half:

/ 
All seasons fade away
And golden hair grows gray
And nothing ever stays
Whole-book or even half:
New schools of MFAs
Will look at me and laugh;

All seasons fade and fly
But why do my savoury

All seasons fade and flit
But why do my favorite
Fashions falter, always—
I foresee with a sigh
New sheaves of MFAs
Which makes me think to cry;

Branches wither, always—

All seasons fade and flown
At last but when my own
Laureates look like fools
I foresee with a sigh
Neo-isms, new schools
Till I most like to cry;

All seasons fade and fly
Away but when my high
Laureates 

All seasons fade and fly
Off but when my most high

All seasons fade and flit
But when my favorite / but each time
Poets look old fashioned/ old thingy / so passe
I foresee with a sigh
New schools of MFA

Poets look like old ways



/
Knowing it will never be said
That my verse retrieves
From amid these dead leaves
One hour I have shed.

One hour I shed, one day.

Of these new Springtime/April winds

Laureates look like fools

Seasons fade like fashion

All seasons suffocate 
At last and when the late
Laureate naps or drools,
I foresee with a sigh
Whole new isms and schools
And I like start to cry;

and the shrill decibels

The whiny violins
Of autumnal winds
Reopen my heart's wound
And the dull decibels
From their poets' recitals
Turn me quite untuned.

I see time suffocate 

New isms suffocate
All things and when the late
Bells ring for the house lights,
Bells ring in the night lights,
What sight springs to my eye
But fledlong days/noons and nights
But future noons and nights
Till I'm about to cry;

From their throttle recitals

Any hour I have shed.



Nor one hour I have shed.

Most seasons are Nero
And encores read zero

Seasons like Nero fade
Encores are seldom played
And their song rarely stays

The Nero seasons fade
To encores seldom played
And their song rarely stays

Everything suffocates / It all suffocates
Me and when I hear / when the late
Bells ring the hour,
Scenes throng the eye
With ancient days and nights
And I start to cry;

Beneath barebrowed trees
to crawl on all knees / to crawl on proud knees
hoping it is read or said 
/ hoping to hear it said 
/ hoping against hope's dread
fearing I'll never hear it said
that my verse retrieves
from amid these dead leaves
each day I have shed. 
/

I feel time suffocate
Me and when the late
Bells go, and the lights,
What springs to my eye
But fledlong days and nights
Till I have to cry;

Bells ring for the house lights,

I feel/see time suffocate
All things and when the late
Bells ring for the house lights,
What sight springs to my eye
But fledlong days and nights
Till I just have to cry;

But fledlong days and nights



Bells ring and the lights
Dim, what springs to my eye

///

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 7:54 PM Links to this post

October 23, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*

CURATION

As everybody knows, museums are filled with
forgeries while the real paintings sculptures
get gloated over by billionaires in big guarded
estates, but it's not just art, of course; in fact

most people, most of us are facsimilies, frauds,
our true selves put in galleries owned by those
wealthy. We were stolen and replaced by fakes
at birth. Why they have collected us, for what

purpose, no one knows. Oh surely not for our
esthetic value! Pure shades of provenance, we
live this facade: while the real you, the real me

stays framed by arch-eyed richies, stately swells
who are the only true connaisseurs since they
alone know what's disposable and what's us.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 9:13 AM

October 25, 2011

*
AFTER BASHO'S FROG

*
Here (in the chronological order I wrote them) are my various attempts to muse 
Basho's famous frog—

*
BASH 
—ten versions of Furuike ya kawazu tobikomu mizu no oto—

If I were a pond
and some frog jumped into me
I wouldn't respond.

I am a pond but
when a frog gets intimate



I keep my mouth shut.

I may look like scum
but some frogs can poke this pond
to orgasm come.

This pond is so old
even its frogs want it sold
to build the new road.

This pond is old as
me. That's how bad-off it is.
Frog-visits, I doze.

You're old, pond—the same
as me. But when your frogs come
you recall each name.

This pond is year-scored
as me. But frogs that shake it
up just make me bored.

I'll float in this pond,
fearing each frog that jumps down
will wash me aground.

This pond is old too—
But when a frog jumps into
It, it still sounds new.

This pond is dead earth
But listen to its rebirth
When frogs take a bath.

*
MIZU NO OTO

Pain passes for sunlight at some depths
which most of us never strike; the dive
is too far: or is the ear sheer enough—

Basho by a pond heard a frog make
the usual faucet-dripping-into-a-keyhole
sound; it wisely ignored his efforts

to collaborate. Get your galleyslaves
rowing with icicles for oars, that's
one way some say. Resist the urge

to halve the sea/be laser Moses,
to submerge yourself as a slice
speciman, all random camera words.

Beyond the caprice of earth to slake,
thirst issues from the source it breaks.

Note:
A meditation upon Basho's most famous haiku, whose final syllables I've used for 
the title.

*
FURU YOU, EEKY YA (five more)



Ya, the old wash-hole—
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!—
goes splasho Basho.

Ya, the old North Pole
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho)
chops a splashin'-hole!

Ya, old-boys brothel—
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho
to wet his tadpole.

Ya, here's to Basho!—
there's one frog-boozin' dude you
should raise your glass to.

Whoa, Ranger Basho!
frog-herd's in the waterhole—
leggo your lasso.

*
KAWAZU NYAWKER

I prop each rejection-slip
against a grass-blade

round the pond where
I drown myself to show

these SASE dismissals
hold the reason why

I must die but suddenly
a frog jumps in, ya,

shatter-drops lash over
those printed forms and

the padstamped name
Alice Quinn blurs blots—

ah!—what mizu mizzles all
her no-notes, oto?

Note:
Line 12: Alice Quinn, honorable poetry editor of The New Yorker.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 8:24 AM

October 28, 2011

more drafts on this:

[UNTITLED]

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more



Beyond their own responsive roarâ€”

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed child's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.
All slates I know in life show where
Fate rates me last and past despair

That abject state must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:  

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"
 
/

My words ignored must stay obscure:

Unheard they scream in every ear
Their absent claim of being "Here!"

/
In life each ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear



Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,

The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share /  there /  aware/  err/  air//  

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

ATTENDANCE

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond their own responsive roarâ€”

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed child's shout may not occur:

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.



Likewise my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its truant claim of being "Here!"

[don't know whether this revision will persistâ€”woke up at 4AM and worked on it till
9AM, it may be a whim, but I was never completely satisfied with the volte/sestet, 
and in fact it seems too absurd to make a claim that "every" poet is last on every 
list, as the version that has obtained for 2-3 years now states....]

*
SOLEMNITIES

I would call the Amnesia Hotline
but its number forgot me in the rush
to publication of my hemlines which
strayed at times to coincide with
youth and years astride the Nazi
I married.  How high they rode.  Branches
would bleed roads before they'd bear
me for bud.  Xeroxing my diary 
yeah that proved to be less redundant 
than writing it but worlds dangling 
me in parallel primevals (equal
childhoods of alternate violence) or
tide traumas forming carnalcopia that
fuel in mid-head the divas around us.
Euturpsy turvy their gullible dreams
testify against the coins' grief that
floods your pube-coiffed pearls pride
guards its grovel with.  Juicetipped
thighs, you feed them figs with the brink
of your tongue, the streets are packed
in gutter but you make it here raising
a frame for the hour, a picture for 
the day.  Nestling into your delay 
you lavish several antigones as if 
to sufferate that childrens' toys are 
forever Poe-cast into premature
funerals.  Buried alive.  Rev. Spooner,
he feels a little koaned-out lately.

///

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
[title?]

Since I caught the train from Le Depot
de Big Bang (boy was that terminal crowded)
a wall was my will. On it I wrote what.

Homeless mote, how many borderkneels,
recurrent, ripped off as Chuck Berry's riffs, 
have I stormed evenings gnawed with gauze



on the Island of Palau, dawns of emaciated
car-thief silences, was there nothing else 
I looked against to fail? I fear the life's-work

of a crumb from a cookie swallowed by the god
Pluto is still going on, the struggle continues,
subatomic or subtle-arced, its ETA never—

Always despite the threat of climax I thought
these concerns were shared by all those sold
the rare, the indiv'd miracle of birth, origin

tickling its boarding passes and ports, old
option of blood we wake badly toward. No
wonder everyone likes to imagine they know

certain actresses whereas in reality, in fact
the singling-out process begins at once,
cauterized by hymen hyenas juggling legendary

tidbits. Muy penthouse my desires rose:
waves like a steeple of cold teeth crash
against us. What do you do with your bone

china when blue eyelids seep into its cracks?
The day gathered in lulls lies foal now.
Lacking the juice sense of it what use am I.

///

POEM

To give this offensive death a gesture beyond
its candle-paint of mist, gouache dawn where night
achieves itself by vanishing in torpor, turgitude
moodier by far than any finale we can apply
by attacking it with sticks, drummed ritual
forsakings of palms on bongo-leaf, captured
hostility we invent placid born. The teething
of its tides may rend us beyond any shore
fibrilant with yield rhythms that conspire their
treasure trace treachery only once if night
enough is calm in the midst of vanguishing,
surrendering its pastels to the harsh yellow
signatures of the shore, cloppity hooves imprint
some crab's ribcage hoisted efffortlessly sea
being replaced by necessity, time's impalement
incognito your surf-lingering thoughts: or
shallow as snorkel knighthoods, a steady
decay of flesh as cover-scab for this shirtsense
existence. You outlast all year-end prospects
which eventually beach all that follows us,
a bundle of abbreviations that suddenly
replace the thankyou-writhed witnesses, intrusive
plumage that still involutes my evasionsâ€”
peach-red kerchiefs tied to my tusks attest



your presence, the resonance your profile
worth. How could it have happened when
I am the same, how could this death have
the faintest taste of ripeness, its hard harvest
shuddering through heads of others: avid
they speak with a voice whose sigh slopes
us toward homage, unique solo conclusive
impending voice that ensures descent, yet
the imminent nexus of this crush is a fizz
lesson leading on home, home always signals
its horizon to close-up, zoom-in, every profile
will find itself highlit in a scene prefigured by
rendezvous on some Californian landfill slashed
by blood, by innocence putative limbs in substitute 
your testifying prudent myth, whose words
always counter my indifference. Days to
love you, years to regretâ€”the last teardrops
facile, leaky faucet concepts fucked continually,
instant island insert, an island discovered
to be without inhabitants is where nature
gathers its examples of us, more paradigms
a slope flowers towards, each foothold
another face, the rockface impervious to soloâ€”
the privacy of the commonplace valued as
omission, found only as the opaque hornclock
levels its gaze lensward: techniques that sever
every sentence from firsthand endeavors,
each unique niche of it forever featured, no,
concealed by empty perspective bleeding true.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 8:59 AM

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
AFTER LEOPARDI: L'INFINITO

If there is any spot that hates me
less than the rest of the world does,
this is it, this cliff clear overlooking
the sargasso mess of sea, though
why it should be the sole exception
I don't know, flaw in the design maybe?
It was always dear to me. This sheer
is where I peer into the infinity
surmounting all, or seem to, anyway.
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
can calm my pan-anxiety at times,
but I wonder, does it ever seethe
beneath these unruffled rocks with
the urge to die, die and be as one,
merged in that mood which even
our deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

/
/

merged in that speck which even

merged in that muck which even



merged in that micro which even

merged in that mist which even

merged in that space/void/charm/blancmange/blank/bunk/murk

the urge to die, die and be as one,
merged in that mood which even

in that dimity which even
in that umptydumpty
in that dimitude which even
limitude
longitude latitude

in that limitless mood which even

/
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
of solitude calms my pan-anxiety,
but I wonder, does it perhaps seethe
beneath these unruffled rocks with
the urge to die and be as one, merged
in that whatchamacallit which even
our deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

merged in that ennui which even

in that phony ennui which even

in that passivity which even

in that passive void which even

in that flit of slip which even

in that slip 

in that flitterance which even

in that flitting horizon which even

/ 

of solitude may calm my pan-anxiety,
but I wonder, does it too seethe
beneath these unruffled rocks with
the urge to die and be as one, merged
in that preponderance which even
our deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

merged in that despond which even 

in that ponderance which even
our deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

of certainty, this solitude alone can 



calm my pan-anxiety, but I wonder,
does it seethe beneath these unruffled

/
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
of fortress, this solitude alone can
calm my pan-anxiety, but I wonder,
does it seethe beneath these unruffled
rocks with the urge to die and be as
one, merged in that pond which even
our deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

/

of certainty, this place which alone
collects and calms my pan-anxiety,
may also seethe beneath these unruffled
rocks with the urge to die and be as
one, merged in that pond which even
our deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

/
one, in oceanic-y peace, whose hold 
even my deepest shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own.

even my commissioned shipwrecks find

one, dull oceanic peace whose hold

one, oneiric ocean whose mercy

one, oceanic peace whose dull mercy

one in that oceanic peace whose flatline 

one in that final oceanic peace
even my deepest shipwrecks find
no bourn beyond, or sound their own.

/

one, oceanic peace whose kindness
even my deepest shipwrecks find
no bourn beyond, or sound their own.

one, some oceanic peace whose hold
evern my deepest shipwrecks find
no bourn beyond, or sound their own.

one, kind oceanic peace whose hold

/
merged with that false oceanic peace



whose ennui surrounds us, against
whose hold even our shipwrecks find
no bourn beyond, nor sound their own.

/
rocks with the urge to die and become
part of the ennui that surrounds us
with that false oceanic peace against
whose hold our shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own. 

/
AFTER LEOPARDI: L'INFINITO

If there is any spot that hates me
less than the rest of the world does,
this is it, this cliff clear overlooking
the sargasso mess of sea, though
why it should be the sole exception
I don't know, flaw in the design maybe?
It was always dear to me. This sheer
is where I peer into the infinity
surmounting all, or seem to, anyway.
I could be wrong. This sanctuary
may be my refuge from pan-anxiety,
but does it seethe beneath these rocks 
with a false oceanic surge, against
whose hold our shipwrecks fail to find
a bourn beyond, or sound their own. 

rocks with a similar urge to plunge

is the antidote to my pan-anxiety

unruffled rocks with the urge to die
like the very ennui that surrounds us
does it seethe beneath these unruffled

with its false oceanic grace, against
whose hold our shipwrecks find
no bourn beyond, or sound their own.

can it too seethe beneath its unruffled
rocks with the urge to die, die like

everything else that surrounds us
with surface, that mystic wall 

///



Posted by Bill Knott at 9:34 AM

November 12, 2011

free book— an epub: Collected Short Poems—link:

http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/102594

... 

they say it's kindle nook etcet accessible 

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 12:56 PM

November 26, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*

title:? [SLATED]? ROTA [?] ROTA FOOTER [?]  ROTA FATE /  

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kids listen any more
Beyond their own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Most critics know no matter where  / All critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair      /  To list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/ 
/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where



To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair

Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:



/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,

That counted status must endure

/
That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,



My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair

They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure

That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure

meager state 

That zero status then endure,
My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,

In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/



In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,



The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 6:10 PM 

November 27, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
[SLATED]? ROTA [?] VOLTE



ROTA ERGO VOLTE [?] title?  how about:

A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where 
They list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/

Almost like poet rota where

—Almost like poet rota where

Perhaps like poet rota where

Is it like poet rota where

Not unlike poet rota where

Compare to poet rota where

It's just like poet rota where

So: poet rota know just where

Thus: poet rota know just where

And likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's just like poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

So poet rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poets' rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poet rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair



All other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

So critics' rota know best where

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Though critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Thus critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

But critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair



Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,

That counted status must endure

/
That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair



They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure

That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure

meager state 

That zero status then endure,
My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,

In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where



Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,

The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 7:50 AM 



November 29, 2011

draft/undraft etc (unfinished

*
A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far
So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—
Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;
Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
This mark their grade-charts make endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/

This mark their grade-charts made endure:
My word ignored has stayed obscure
To scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!" 

This mark their grade-charts may ensure:
My word ignored could stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

This mark their grade-charts all ensure

Fast fears their grade-charts may endure:

Haunt-fears their grade-charts may endure:

Fix fears their grade-charts may endure:

Fixed fears their grade-charts may endure:

Sheer fear their grade-sheets may endure:

Grind fear their grade-charts may endure:

Heart-fears their grade-charts may endure:

The fear their onus may endure

Their onus grade-charts may endure:

The pain their grade-charts may ensure:

The taint their grade-charts may ensure:

This mark their grade-charts may ensure:

Great fear their grade-sheets may endure: / shall endure:

My word ignored shall stay obscure / may stay obscure



And scream unheard in whozit's ear

This absent claim of being "Here!"

To scream unheard in common ear

And scream unheard the common ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

And scream unheard a common ear

Unheard may scream the common ear
Some absent claim of being "Here!"

Unheard may scream in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far
So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;
Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
Great fear their grade-sheets may endure:

My word ignored could stay obscure
And scream unheard in any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/

And scream unheard in whozit's ear

They list me last and I must bear
The fear their grade-charts may endure,
My word ignored remain obscure

My word ignored gang gley obscure

The fear their grade-scores may endure,
My word ignored career obscure

Great fears their grade-sheets may endure

First fear their grade-charts may endure:

Qualm fears 

Such fear their grade-sheets may endure:

What fears their censures may endure

For fear their grade-scores may endure,



Their grades afraid they may endure,

Their censures sure they shall endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure

Their 
Their judgments sure they shall endure:

My fear their 

They list me last to show my share

to show how

grade-charts may / scorecards 

My word ignored career obscure
To scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

The dread their grade-sheets may endure

The hunch their judgments may endure,

The dread their judgments may endure

The thought their grade-sheets may endure,
I fear my word ignored obscure
Shall scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

My word ignored bang bong obscure

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and with despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last until despair

They list me last and for a scare

They list me last and I must care,

They list me last and I must scare,

glang oft obscure

Afraid their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

And scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
Persuades me their grades may endure

/
Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and mid despair



They list me last and past despair

They list me last and in despair

They list me last and I despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire
Oblivion is what they all ensure,

Extermination 

Erasure's what they all ensure,

Extinction's what they all ensure,

Dormancy 

I fear their grade-sheets shall endure

They list me last and surely fair
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,
My word ignored fades fate obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire

Assured their grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and lessenaire
Assigned their 

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last as doctrinaire

And now those grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and certain 

My word ignored report obscure:

They list me last per doctrinaire
Whose judgments fair must there endure,

They list me last as doctrinaire

They list me last and must declare
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,

They list me last and all declare
Their judgments fair 

They list me last and must declare
Their judgments fair and will endure

regard obscure

Their grade-report must then endure



Such grade-schemes surely must endure

Their grading surely shall endure,
My word ignored must fall obscure:

My word ignored fade false obscure:

My word ignored fade loud obscure

loll o droll drowl drawl

My word ignored fade drawl obscure

fade hard obscure / deaf / mute/ dumb

fleet obscure / bleat obscure / cod obscure

code obscure / clod obscure / 

/ 
My word ignored fade made obscure:

My word ignored quick made obscure:

My word ignored must fade obscure:

My word ignored fade down obscure / fade past obscure

/ 
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:



My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:



Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

They list me last and fast declare / 

They list me last and sound declare

They list me last and fust declare

They list me last and thus declare

They list me last in loud declare

They list me last and fact declare

My verse for sure will not endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

My verse shall surely not endure,
My word ignored stay blot obscure:

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

My word ignored stay well obscure:

My word ignored stay all-obscure:

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

My word ignored stay fate obscure:

My word ignored stay quite obscure:

My word ignored stay fast obscure:

/

Such judgments sure they may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgment sure it might endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments if I can endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgments if they must endure,



They list me last and past repair

Their just

A CONTRAST OF ATTENDANCE
/ CONTRAST ERGO VOLTE

Almost like poet rota where

—Almost like poet rota where

Perhaps like poet rota where

Is it like poet rota where

Not unlike poet rota where

Compare to poet rota where

Contrast with poet rota where

It's just like poet rota where

So: poet rota know just where

Thus: poet rota know just where

And likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's just like poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

So poet rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poets' rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poet rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

So critics' rota know best where

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Though critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Thus critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair



But critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair

Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:



/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,

That counted status must endure

/
That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair

They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure



That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure

meager state 

That zero status then endure,
My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,

In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear



That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,

The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 11:23 PM 

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far
So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;
Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
Great fear their grade-charts may endure:



My word ignored could stay obscure
And scream unheard in any ear
This absent claim of being "Here!"

/

Great fear their grade-sheets may endure:  /  shall endure:

My word ignored shall stay obscure     /   may stay obscure
And scream unheard in whozit's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

To scream unheard in common ear

And scream unheard the common ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

And scream unheard a common ear

Unheard may scream the common ear
Some absent claim of being "Here!"

Unheard may scream in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

They list me last and I must bear
The fear their grade-charts may endure,
My word ignored remain obscure

My word ignored gang gley obscure

The fear their grade-scores may endure,
My word ignored career obscure

Great fears their grade-sheets may endure

Qualm fears 

Such fear their grade-sheets may endure:

What fears their censures may endure

For fear their grade-scores may endure,

Their grades afraid they may endure,

Their censures sure they shall endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure

Their 
Their judgments sure they shall endure:

My fear their 

They list me last to show my share

to show how

grade-charts may / scorecards 

My word ignored career obscure
To scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

The dread their grade-sheets may endure



The hunch their judgments may endure,

The dread their judgments may endure

The thought their grade-sheets may endure,
I fear my word ignored obscure
Shall scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

My word ignored bang bong obscure

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and with despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last until despair

They list me last and for a scare

They list me last and I must care,

They list me last and I must scare,

glang oft obscure

Afraid their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

And scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
Persuades me their grades may endure

/
Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and mid despair

They list me last and past despair

They list me last and in despair

They list me last and I despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire
Oblivion is what they all ensure,

Extermination 

Erasure's what they all ensure,

Extinction's what they all ensure,

Dormancy 



I fear their grade-sheets shall endure

They list me last and surely fair
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,
My word ignored fades fate obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire

Assured their grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and lessenaire
Assigned their 

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last as doctrinaire

And now those grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and certain 

My word ignored report obscure:

They list me last per doctrinaire
Whose judgments fair must there endure,

They list me last as doctrinaire

They list me last and must declare
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,

They list me last and all declare
Their judgments fair 

They list me last and must declare
Their judgments fair and will endure

regard obscure

Their grade-report must then endure

Such grade-schemes surely must endure

Their grading surely shall endure,
My word ignored must fall obscure:

My word ignored fade false obscure:

My word ignored fade loud obscure

loll o droll drowl drawl

My word ignored fade drawl obscure

fade hard obscure / deaf / mute/ dumb

fleet obscure / bleat obscure / cod obscure

code obscure / clod obscure / 

/ 



My word ignored fade made obscure:

My word ignored quick made obscure:

My word ignored must fade obscure:

My word ignored fade down obscure / fade past obscure

/ 
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where



They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

They list me last and fast declare / 

They list me last and sound declare

They list me last and fust declare

They list me last and thus declare

They list me last in loud declare

They list me last and fact declare

My verse for sure will not endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

My verse shall surely not endure,
My word ignored stay blot obscure:



Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

My word ignored stay well obscure:

My word ignored stay all-obscure:

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

My word ignored stay fate obscure:

My word ignored stay quite obscure:

My word ignored stay fast obscure:

/

Such judgments sure they may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgment sure it might endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments if I can endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgments if they must endure,

They list me last and past repair

Their just

A CONTRAST OF ATTENDANCE
/ CONTRAST ERGO VOLTE

Almost like poet rota where

—Almost like poet rota where

Perhaps like poet rota where

Is it like poet rota where

Not unlike poet rota where

Compare to poet rota where



Contrast with poet rota where

It's just like poet rota where

So: poet rota know just where

Thus: poet rota know just where

And likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's just like poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

So poet rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poets' rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poet rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

So critics' rota know best where

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Though critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Thus critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

But critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair



Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair

Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,

That counted status must endure

/
That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,



My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair

They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure

That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure

meager state 

That zero status then endure,
My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,

In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair



In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,

The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear



Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 10:06 PM 

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and doctrinaire

I fear their grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
They list me last and doctrinaire

Their grade-report must then endure

Such grade-schemes surely must endure

Their grading surely shall endure,
My word ignored must fall obscure:

My word ignored fade false obscure:

My word ignored fade loud obscure



loll o  droll  drowl   drawl

My word ignored fade drawl obscure

fade hard obscure /   deaf / mute/  dumb

fleet obscure   /  bleat obscure  /  cod obscure

code obscure  /  clod obscure  /  

/ 
My word ignored fade made obscure:

My word ignored quick made obscure:

My word ignored must fade obscure:

My word ignored fade down obscure  /  fade past obscure

  
/ 
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

They list me last and fast declare / 

They list me last and sound declare



They list me last and fust declare

They list me last and thus declare

They list me last in loud declare

They list me last and fact declare

My verse for sure will not endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

My verse shall surely not endure,
My word ignored stay blot obscure:

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

My word ignored stay well obscure:

My word ignored stay all-obscure:

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

My word ignored stay fate obscure:

My word ignored stay quite obscure:

My word ignored stay fast obscure:

/

Such judgments sure they may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgment sure it might endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments if I can endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgments if they must endure,

They list me last and past repair

Their just

A CONTRAST OF ATTENDANCE



/ CONTRAST ERGO VOLTE

Almost like poet rota where

—Almost like poet rota where

Perhaps like poet rota where

Is it like poet rota where

Not unlike poet rota where

Compare to poet rota where

Contrast with poet rota where

It's just like poet rota where

So: poet rota know just where

Thus: poet rota know just where

And likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's just like poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

So poet rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poets' rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poet rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

So critics' rota know best where

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Though critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Thus critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

But critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:



/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair

Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,



That counted status must endure

/
That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair

They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure

That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure

meager state 

That zero status then endure,



My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,

In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,

The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where



I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 11:29 AM 

November 30, 2011

draft/undraft etc (unfinished

*
A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far
So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout might not occur;
Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
To learn their grade-charts may endure:
My word once marked could stay obscure.

(And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!")



/
Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
Great fear their grade-charts may endure:
My word thus marked could stay obscure.

(And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!")

And learn their grade-charts shall endure:

My word once marked must stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

Their bitter grade-
This mark their grade-charts make endure:
My word ignored has stayed obscure.
Dunce thoughts their grade-charts shall endure:

My word ignored now marked obscure.
My word ignored stay marked obscure

This shame their grade-marks hold secure:

This hurt their grade-marks hold secure:

This stamp their grade-charts fix secure:

This disgrace grade that shall endure

This mark of shame that shall endure:

Their stigma curse they fix secure:

This mark I fear must sheer endure:

Their grade-marks which I fear endure:

This mark which surely shall endure:
My word ignored remains obscure.

Their grade-charts' mark which shall endure:

This mark their grade-charts make endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

This scar their grade-charts engravure:

This mark their grade-charts carve gravure:

This mark their grade-charts sepulture:

This mark their grade-charts tableture:

This mark their grade-charts rate as sure:

This mark their grade-charts reensure:



This mark their grade-charts made endure:
My word ignored has stayed obscure.

This mark their grade-charts all ensure

Fast fears their grade-charts may endure:

Haunt-fears their grade-charts may endure:

Fix fears their grade-charts may endure:

Fixed fears their grade-charts may endure:

Sheer fear their grade-sheets may endure:

Grind fear their grade-charts may endure:

Heart-fears their grade-charts may endure:

The fear their onus may endure

Their onus grade-charts may endure:

The pain their grade-charts may ensure:

The taint their grade-charts may ensure:

This mark their grade-charts may ensure:

Great fear their grade-sheets may endure: / shall endure:

My word ignored shall stay obscure / may stay obscure
And scream unheard in whozit's ear

This absent claim of being "Here!"

To scream unheard in common ear

And scream unheard the common ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

And scream unheard a common ear

Unheard may scream the common ear
Some absent claim of being "Here!"

Unheard may scream in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/



A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far
So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—
Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;
Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
This fear their grade-charts may endure:
My word ignored could stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/

This fear their grade-charts could be sure:

This mark their grade-charts offer sure

This mark their grade-charts rate as sure:

And scream unheard in whozit's ear

They list me last and I must bear
The fear their grade-charts may endure,
My word ignored remain obscure

My word ignored gang gley obscure

The fear their grade-scores may endure,
My word ignored career obscure

Great fears their grade-sheets may endure

First fear their grade-charts may endure:

Qualm fears 

Such fear their grade-sheets may endure:

What fears their censures may endure

For fear their grade-scores may endure,

Their grades afraid they may endure,

Their censures sure they shall endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure

Their 
Their judgments sure they shall endure:

My fear their 

They list me last to show my share

to show how



grade-charts may / scorecards 

My word ignored career obscure
To scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

The dread their grade-sheets may endure

The hunch their judgments may endure,

The dread their judgments may endure

The thought their grade-sheets may endure,
I fear my word ignored obscure
Shall scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

My word ignored bang bong obscure

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and with despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last until despair

They list me last and for a scare

They list me last and I must care,

They list me last and I must scare,

glang oft obscure

Afraid their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

And scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
Persuades me their grades may endure

/
Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and mid despair

They list me last and past despair

They list me last and in despair

They list me last and I despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire
Oblivion is what they all ensure,



Extermination 

Erasure's what they all ensure,

Extinction's what they all ensure,

Dormancy 

I fear their grade-sheets shall endure

They list me last and surely fair
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,
My word ignored fades fate obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire

Assured their grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and lessenaire
Assigned their 

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last as doctrinaire

And now those grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and certain 

My word ignored report obscure:

They list me last per doctrinaire
Whose judgments fair must there endure,

They list me last as doctrinaire

They list me last and must declare
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,

They list me last and all declare
Their judgments fair 

They list me last and must declare
Their judgments fair and will endure

regard obscure

Their grade-report must then endure

Such grade-schemes surely must endure

Their grading surely shall endure,
My word ignored must fall obscure:

My word ignored fade false obscure:

My word ignored fade loud obscure

loll o droll drowl drawl

My word ignored fade drawl obscure



fade hard obscure / deaf / mute/ dumb

fleet obscure / bleat obscure / cod obscure

code obscure / clod obscure / 

/ 
My word ignored fade made obscure:

My word ignored quick made obscure:

My word ignored must fade obscure:

My word ignored fade down obscure / fade past obscure

/ 
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—



Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

They list me last and fast declare / 

They list me last and sound declare

They list me last and fust declare

They list me last and thus declare

They list me last in loud declare



They list me last and fact declare

My verse for sure will not endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

My verse shall surely not endure,
My word ignored stay blot obscure:

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

My word ignored stay well obscure:

My word ignored stay all-obscure:

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

My word ignored stay fate obscure:

My word ignored stay quite obscure:

My word ignored stay fast obscure:

/

Such judgments sure they may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgment sure it might endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments if I can endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgments if they must endure,

They list me last and past repair

Their just

A CONTRAST OF ATTENDANCE
/ CONTRAST ERGO VOLTE

Almost like poet rota where

—Almost like poet rota where



Perhaps like poet rota where

Is it like poet rota where

Not unlike poet rota where

Compare to poet rota where

Contrast with poet rota where

It's just like poet rota where

So: poet rota know just where

Thus: poet rota know just where

And likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's just like poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

So poet rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poets' rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poet rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

So critics' rota know best where

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Though critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Thus critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

But critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair



Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair

Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,

That counted status must endure

/



That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair

They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure

That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure

meager state 

That zero status then endure,
My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,



In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,

The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 



I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 9:24 AM 

draft/undraft etc (unfinished

*
A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear

This mark their grade-charts made endure:
My word ignored has stayed obscure.

It screams unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
This mark their grade-charts make endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"



This mark their grade-charts carve gravure:

This mark their grade-charts sepulture:

This mark their grade-charts tableture:

This mark their grade-charts rate as sure:

This m

This mark their grade-charts all ensure

Fast fears their grade-charts may endure:

Haunt-fears their grade-charts may endure:

Fix fears their grade-charts may endure:

Fixed fears their grade-charts may endure:

Sheer fear their grade-sheets may endure:

Grind fear their grade-charts may endure:

Heart-fears their grade-charts may endure:

The fear their onus may endure

Their onus grade-charts may endure:

The pain their grade-charts may ensure:

The taint their grade-charts may ensure:

This mark their grade-charts may ensure:

Great fear their grade-sheets may endure: / shall endure:

My word ignored shall stay obscure / may stay obscure
And scream unheard in whozit's ear

This absent claim of being "Here!"

To scream unheard in common ear

And scream unheard the common ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

And scream unheard a common ear

Unheard may scream the common ear
Some absent claim of being "Here!"

Unheard may scream in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/



A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far
So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—
Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;
Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear
This fear their grade-charts may endure:
My word ignored could stay obscure
And scream unheard by any ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/

This fear their grade-charts could be sure:

This mark their grade-charts offer sure

This mark their grade-charts rate as sure:

And scream unheard in whozit's ear

They list me last and I must bear
The fear their grade-charts may endure,
My word ignored remain obscure

My word ignored gang gley obscure

The fear their grade-scores may endure,
My word ignored career obscure

Great fears their grade-sheets may endure

First fear their grade-charts may endure:

Qualm fears 

Such fear their grade-sheets may endure:

What fears their censures may endure

For fear their grade-scores may endure,

Their grades afraid they may endure,

Their censures sure they shall endure:
My word ignored shall stay obscure



Their 
Their judgments sure they shall endure:

My fear their 

They list me last to show my share

to show how

grade-charts may / scorecards 

My word ignored career obscure
To scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

The dread their grade-sheets may endure

The hunch their judgments may endure,

The dread their judgments may endure

The thought their grade-sheets may endure,
I fear my word ignored obscure
Shall scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

My word ignored bang bong obscure

Compare to poet rota where
They list me last and with despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last until despair

They list me last and for a scare

They list me last and I must care,

They list me last and I must scare,

glang oft obscure

Afraid their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

And scream unheard in no one's ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
Persuades me their grades may endure

/
Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and mid despair

They list me last and past despair

They list me last and in despair



They list me last and I despair

I fear their grade-sheets may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire
Oblivion is what they all ensure,

Extermination 

Erasure's what they all ensure,

Extinction's what they all ensure,

Dormancy 

I fear their grade-sheets shall endure

They list me last and surely fair
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,
My word ignored fades fate obscure:

They list me last and doctrinaire

Assured their grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and lessenaire
Assigned their 

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last as doctrinaire

And now those grade-sheets shall endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

They list me last and certain 

My word ignored report obscure:

They list me last per doctrinaire
Whose judgments fair must there endure,

They list me last as doctrinaire

They list me last and must declare
Their grade-sheets doctrinaire endure,

They list me last and all declare
Their judgments fair 

They list me last and must declare
Their judgments fair and will endure

regard obscure

Their grade-report must then endure

Such grade-schemes surely must endure

Their grading surely shall endure,
My word ignored must fall obscure:



My word ignored fade false obscure:

My word ignored fade loud obscure

loll o droll drowl drawl

My word ignored fade drawl obscure

fade hard obscure / deaf / mute/ dumb

fleet obscure / bleat obscure / cod obscure

code obscure / clod obscure / 

/ 
My word ignored fade made obscure:

My word ignored quick made obscure:

My word ignored must fade obscure:

My word ignored fade down obscure / fade past obscure

/ 
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 



A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS 

Each schoolroom tells them who they are,
But rollcall always goes too far

So what kid listens any more
Beyond his own responsive roar—

Should names get lost in roster blur
The zed grad's shout may not occur;

Throughout that endless classmate choir
One final voice will still aspire.

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
They list me last and I must bear

They list me last and past repair

They list me last and ergo fair

and by a hair / and to be fair / au contraire

They list me last and surely fair

Their judgment slates must then endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

Their judgment slates then shall en

Their judgments must prevail endure,

Their judgments must perforce endure

Their judgments surely must endure

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:

They list me last and loud declare

Their judgments surely must endure,
My word ignored stay past obscure:/
Their judgment surely must endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

Their judgment surely shall endure,
My word ignored stay mute obscure:

My word ignored stay past obscure:

Such judgment surely must endure,
My 

They list me last and fast declare / 



They list me last and sound declare

They list me last and fust declare

They list me last and thus declare

They list me last in loud declare

They list me last and fact declare

My verse for sure will not endure,
My word ignored stay fast obscure:

My verse shall surely not endure,
My word ignored stay blot obscure:

Compare with poet rota where
They list me last and I must bear

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored remain obscure:

My word ignored stay well obscure:

My word ignored stay all-obscure:

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

My word ignored stay fate obscure:

My word ignored stay quite obscure:

My word ignored stay fast obscure:

/

Such judgments sure they may endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgment sure it might endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments sure they shall endure,
My word ignored may stay obscure:

Such judgments if I can endure,
My word ignored shall stay obscure:

Such judgments if they must endure,

They list me last and past repair

Their just



A CONTRAST OF ATTENDANCE
/ CONTRAST ERGO VOLTE

Almost like poet rota where

—Almost like poet rota where

Perhaps like poet rota where

Is it like poet rota where

Not unlike poet rota where

Compare to poet rota where

Contrast with poet rota where

It's just like poet rota where

So: poet rota know just where

Thus: poet rota know just where

And likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's likewise poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

It's just like poet rota where
They list me last and honest fair

So poet rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poets' rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Most poet rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All other rota know just where
To list me (last) and honest fair

So critics' rota know best where

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair

Though critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

Thus critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

But critics' rota know best where
To list me (last) and honest fair

All critics know no matter where
To list me last and honest fair



Their judgment slate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most rota know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most people know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most readers know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Most critics know no matter where
To list me last and past despair

Their judgment rote must then endure,
My word ignored stay fate obscure

Most lists I know no matter where
Decree me last and past despair
Assign me last and past despair
Enslate me last and past despair
Ascribe me last and past despair

Most lists I know no matter where
Have placed me last and past despair

That bitter fate must then endure, 
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That judgment fate must then endure,

They count me last and past despair

They place me last and past despair

Most lists I know in life declare / life all swear
My place is last and past despair

They deem me last and past despair

They rate me last and past despair

Impute me last 

Me justly last and past despair

Assign me last all others there

/
Most lists I know in life show where
They slate me last and past despair

That status fate must then endure,
My word ignored stay rote obscure:

/
Most lists I know in life show where
Fate slates me last and past despair

That tallied status must endure,



My word ignored stay rote obscure:

That totaled status must endure,

That counted status must endure

/
That slated state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

Fate slates me last and past despair

That status quo must then endure,

My word ignored stay stone obscure:

stay sole obscure: stay rote obscure:
called obscure

my word ignored stay told obscure:

Most muster slates I 

docket , list, rota , tally 

checklist 

care / declare / their / there / aware

dare / wear / affair /share stare

Most checklists life has shown me where

All checklists life has shown me where
I'm slated last and past despair

Confirm that state must then endure,
My word ignored must stay obscure:

All life has shown me checklists where
Fate rates me last and past despair

They rate me last and p

My word ignored remain obscure:

Unheard it screams in every ear
Its absent claim of being "Here!"

/
That latter state must then endure,
My words ignored shall stay obscure:

That minor state must then endure

That fallen state must then endure

That craven state must then endure

That bottom state must then endure



meager state 

That zero status then endure,
My words ignored must stay obscure:

That status dead must then endure,

That status fate must then endure,

In life the ranking slate shows where

In life each rank or slate shows where

All rating tabs or slate show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

In life all rating slates show where
/

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last just past despair

Whose absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure: 

/ My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

In rank all rating slates show where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,

In life each slate I know shows where
Fate lists me last or past despair

That absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

/
My absent state must stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

Not alphabet but fate's slate's where

Fate's non-alphabetic slate is where

Non-alphabetic slates show where
Fate lists me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic slates all bear
Where fate has placed me past despair

Not alphabet but fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

That absent state and stay obscure,
My word ignored and ergo pure:

My absent state must stay obscure,



The slot which fate has placed me where

Not alphabet but fate is where
I'm slated last and list must bear

No alphabet but fate's is where
I'm slated last and 

I share that fate no matter where
And listed last I too must bear

In life my fate was slated where
Non-alphabetic I must share

Not alphabets but fate beware
Has list me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Still lists me last and I must bear

Not alphabet but fate despair
Slate-lists me last and I must bear

Yet lists me last and I must bear

share / there / aware/ err/ air// 

Past/ In life my fate was slated where
They list me last and I must bear

No alphabet of fate I share

Non-alphabet of fate is where
They list me last and I must bear

Non-alphabetic fate is where

///

Posted by knott at 12:34 AM 

December 3, 2011

draft/undraft (unfinished

*
*

The pain in my shoulder feels
like maybe 600 dpi; its needles
are printing out text in a tongue
I can't read, a tongue with no tongue,
no flesh, only bone, my skeleton
signaling via these arthritic jottings
how soon it will replace this English
with its chill cyrillic. An ur-language
honed to finitude, earth parlance
of a planet ultimately diminishing
into the dust of galaxies, utterance
from the Big Bang, which probably
made no bang, no sound, only
the auditory equivalent of a pinprick,
kin to these pins stabbing pincing



the nerves near my neck. Even
if I knew the answers to these cues, 
would it alleviate any ache at all.

/

He paints everything over on its mouth,
but is that enough to cover the stains that [

/

/
Helicopters scattering thousands of leaflets
each one of which bears a personal message
addressed to the individual who picks it up—

how unique the words apply to them alone,
each page acknowledges their singularity,
and if like a mask they press it to their faces,

look the ink from these flyers smears their
features with those disparities or dreams by 
which they may recognize each other as they

grow apart and disperse into countries that
bomb each other with endless sheetpoetry—
to win the war perhaps you should have your

choppers drop not propaganda on the enemy,
but blank paper pads and lots, lots of pencils.

[........

/
entranced in a groove unshared by any others:

/
[the emptiest text, the blank white pages due
to supercede each word I might write here.]

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 5:04 PM Links to this post

December 21, 2011

draft/undraft etc (unfinished

*
Now the negatives of night
are hung to dry
in the darkroom of dawn.
Faces in the sky,
how they waver the words
of you and I, the us
we were lost to their blur.
Steeping through storms,
chiaroscuro of bottles which
the wine left cliffed along each
dune when the sun rose
mist in glow as transparent
as the sandgrains on



your breasts.  Masks rush
to the wound that scents them
and time empties like
cities drained secretly by
their museums, still we must lie
enduring the lightest dross.
The lovers their bodies
beaten into plowshares leave.
Then you bring fire 
from the sheer of your life.
Face against the sky,
your eyelash propellors spin
ready for the take-off.

/
As if to fall on trial 
before a tribunal of all.

After a bath naked in your nubes you rise.

///

Posted by Bill Knott at 10:52 AM Links to this post


